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PART l. -AGENCY RECORDS RELEASED OR NOT LOCATED fSee checked boxes)

Na agency records subject to the request have been located.

Na additional agency records subject to the request have been located.

Requested records are available through another public distribution program. See Comments section.

Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) are already available for public inspection and copying at the
NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC.

Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) M are being made available for public inspection and copying
at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street. N.W., Washington, DC, in a folder under this FOIA number.

The nonproprietary version of the proposal (s) that you agreed to accept in a telephone conversation with a member of my staff is now being made available
for public inspection and copying at the N RC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC, in a folder under this FOI A number.

Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendix (es) may be inspected and copied at the N RC Local Public Document
Room identified in the Comments section.
Enclosed is information on how you may obtain access to and the charges for copying records located at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street,
N.W., Washington, DC.

Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.

Records subject to the request have been referred to another Federal agency (ies) for review and direct response to you.

y Fees

!O * 3/You will be billed by the N RC for fees totaling $

You will receive a refund from the NRC in the amount of $

in view of N RC's response to this request, no further action is being taken on appeal letter dated , No.

PART 11. A-INFORMATION WITHHELD FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

C:rtain information in the requested records is belfig withheld from public disclosure pursuant to the exemptions described in and for the reasons stated
in Part 11, B, C, and D. Any released portions of the documents for which only part of the record is being withheld are being made available for public
inspection and copylng in the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC in a folder under this FOIA number,
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(CONTINUATION)

| PART 11 B- APPUCA8LE EXEMPTIONS
_

Records subject to the request that are described in the enclosed Appendix (est are being withheld in their entirety or in part under the
Exemption No.(s) and for the reason (s) given below pursuant to 6 U.S.C. 552(b) and 10 CF R 9.17(a) of N RC regulations.

1. The withheld anformaten 6e properly classified pursuant to Executive Order,(Exemption 1)

2. The withheld information relates solely to the intomal personnel rules and proceduros of NRC, (Exemption 2)

| |3. The withheid mformation is specifically exempted from public disclosure by statute indicated. (Exemption 3)

Sections 141 145 of the Atomic Erwrgy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Restricted Data or Formerfy Restricted Data (42 U.S.C. 21612165).

Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Unclassified Safeguards Information (42 U.S.C. 2167).

/ 4. The withheld information is a trade secret or commercial or fmancial mformateon that es bemg withheld for the reasonis) indicated. (Exemption 4)

The information 6s considered to be confidential business (propnetaryl information.

The information es considered to be propnetary information pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790 ldh 1).

The information was submitted and received in confidence pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790tdH2)

5. The withheld mformation consists of mteragency or intraagency records that are not avadable through descovery during litigsten. (Exemption 5). Applicable Privilege:

Deleborative Process: Disclosure of predecisionalinformation would tend to inhibit the open and frank enchange of ideas essential to the deliberative process.
Where records are wnhheld m their entirety, the f acts are mentricably mtertwined with the predecisionalinformation. There also are no reasonably segregable f actual
portions because the release of the f acts would permit an indirect mouiry mto the predecis#onal process of the agency.

Attorney work product privilege (Documents prepared by an attorney in contemplation of letagation )

Attorney. client privilege. (Confidential communications between an attomey and his/her client.)

6. The withheld mformation is enempted from public disclosure because its desclosure would result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. (Exemption 6)

7. The withheld information consists of records compiled for law enforcement purposes and is being withheld for the reason (s) andicated (Exemption 7)
'

Disclosure could reasonably be expected to interfere with an enforcement proceeding because it could reveal the scope, direction, and focus of
enforcement efforts, and thus could possibly allow recipients to take action to shield potential wroryloing or a violation of N RC requirements

_
from investigators. (Exemption 7 (A))

Disclosure would constitute an unwarranted mvasion of personal privacy. (Exemption 7(Cl)

The mformatiott consists of names of mdividuals and other mlormation the disclosure of which could reasonably be enoected to reveal identities of
confidential sources. (Exemption 7 (D))

'OT Ht- H
'

| PART 18. C-OENvlNG OFFICIALS

Pursuant to 10 CFR 9.25(b) and/or 9 25(c) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, it has been determined that the information withheld is exempt from pro.
duction or disclosure, and that its production or disclosure is contrary to the public interest The persons responsible for the denial are those officials identified below as denying
officials and the Derector, Division of Freedom of informat on and Publications Services. Office of Administration, for any denials that may be appealed to the Executive Director
for Operations (EDO)

| DENYING OFFICIAL TITLE / OFFICE RECORDS DENIED APPELLATE OFFICIAL

EM SEN O
- ,7 J)u cdcw o

I ' L,{h/W1 i * Ul%4{( ,WL C. {L.h U J t tL c 9.,) W /M Y,

- frx st.
" /' ' '~

|4? WA4

|
|
| |

|
| PART 11. D- APPEAL RIGHTS

The damal by each denying official identified in Part it.C may be appealed to the Appellate Official identified thete. Any such appeal must be made in writing within 30 days of receipt
of th'a resporme. Appeels must be addressed, as appropriate, to the Executive Director for Operations, to the Secretary of the Commission, or to the Inspector C,eneral, U.S. Nuclear
Regutory Commission. Washington, DC 20555, and should clearly state on the envelope and in the letter that it is an " Appeal from an initial FOI A Decision."

NJC FORM 464 (Part 2) (191) U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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APPENDIX M

(RECORDS WITHHELD IN ENTIRETY AND/0R IN PART)

1. Proprietary Drawings (5 pages) (Withheld in Entirety, Exemption 4)

2. 1/95 GE-NE-1313-01739-04 Rev. O, Class III DRF B13-01739 Nine
Mile Point Unit 1 Shroud Repair Hardware Stress Analysis
(110 pages) (Withheld in Part, Exemption 4) (NONPROPRIETARY
PORTIONS OF THIS DOCUNENT IS AVAILABLE AT THE PDR UNDER
ACCESSION NO. 9502130124)

3. 1/95 GE-NE-B13-01739-05 Rev. 1 Class III Nine Mile Point 1
Nuclear Power Station (37 pages) (Withheld in Part, Exemption 4)
(NONPROPRIETARY PORTIONS OF THIS DOCUNENT IS AVAILABLE AT THE PDR
UNDER ACCESSION NO. 9502130124)

.
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APPENDIX N

(RECORDS RELEASED)

1. 1/23/95 Letter to NRC from C.D. Terry (2 pages); enclosure 1
(15 pages); General Electric Affidavit (3 pages); General
Electric Affidavit (4 pages); enclosure 2 (1 page); enclosure 3
(1 page)

2. 1/18/95 General Electric Affidavit Drawing No.107E5679 (4 pages)

3. 1/16/95 Rev. 2 to 25A5583 Shroud Repair Hardware (8 pages)

4. 1/18/95 Rev. O to Field Disposition Instruction 0245-90800 " Shroud"
(6 pages)

5. 1/6/95 Letter to NRC from C.D. Terry (2 pages)

6. 8/14/95 Letter to B. Ralph Sylvia from Gordon Edison (4 pages)
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DONA 1.D P. lRWIN DREcr DIA1. No.: (804) 788-8357

FAcsiwitt (8 04) 78 8- 821e

April 21,1995

BY FAX: 301/415-3555 (c/o Mr. Grimsley) I

Mr. Russell A. Powell, Director
Freedom of Information and Publication Services FREEDOM 0F INFORMATION

Office of Administration ACIREQUEST:

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 7 o'I A - 9 6'l 8 E
Washington, DC 20555 (L ' L., p-#-9f

FRWDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REOUEST

Dear Mr. Powell:
|

This is a Freedom of Information Act Request. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. I 552(a)(3) and
Part 9 of the Commission's regulations,10 C.F.R. Part 9, I request production for inspection
and copying of the categories of records within the Commission's possession, set out on
Attachment I hereto.

We believe that records corresponding to items 1 through 4 on the attached list should
be found in, without limitation, the licensing files of the following plants: Fitzpatrick, Oyster
Creek and perhaps other BWRs, and in the records of NRR personnel assigned to BWRs.
Records responsive to Categories 5 and 6 on the attached sheet would be located, in, without
limitation, BWR licensing files and those of NRR personnel assigned to BWRs. ;

Please notify me at 804/788-8357, in accordance with 10 CFR 6 9.40, if search fees are
likely to exceed $250. I will arrange for prompt approval of all necessary search costs and for
prompt review of all documents produced for inspection and copying. Please do not incur any
copying charges without prior authorization.

'Ihere is significant value to a timely response to this request. I would greatly appreciate
your giving it expedited consideration.

Please telephone me (804/788-8357) if there is any difficulty in executing this request.

Sincerely yours,

.

.

Donald P. Irwin
Attachment

h5W0
. . . _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Attachment i

FRRRDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REOUEST

1. All documents filed since July 1,1993, by or on behalf of MPR Associates, Inc.
relating to'BWR shroud cracking, and to methods or devices for correction or mitigation ofits
eifccts.

2. All documents, including without limitation all announcements, memoranda and
notes of meetings, relating to methods or devices sponsored or devised by MPR Associates, Inc.,
for correction or mitigation of the effects of BWR shroud cracking.

3. All evaluations performed by the NRC Staff or its consultants since July 1,1993,
concerning means of correction or mitigation of the effects of BWR shroud cracking, using
methods or devices devised or sponsored by MPR Associates, Inc.

4. All documents filed since July 1,1993, by or on behalf of licensees utilizing or
proposing to utilize methods or devices sponsored or devised by MPR Associates, Inc., relating ;

|
to BWR shroud cracking, and to methods or devices for correction or mitigation of its effects.

5. All documents filed since July 1,1993, by or on behalf of sponsors or developers
of methods or devices relating to BWR shroud cracking, and to methods or devices for
correction or mitigation of its effects, other than General Electric Company and MPR
Associates, Inc.

6. All documents created since July 1,1993 evaluating, or containing or relating
views of persons working for or retained by (1) NRC, (2) vendors of nuclear equipment or
services, or (3) electric utility companies on, methods or devices sponsored or devised by the
General Electric Company for correction or mitigation of BWR shroud cracking or its effects.

,
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N3|Mim:
NINE MILE POINT NUCLEAR STATION /P O BOX 63 LYCOMING NEW YORK 13093/ TELEPHONE t3151343-2110

January 23,1995
NMPIL 0894

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
*

Atta: Document Control Desk
washington, DC 20555

RE: Nine Mile Point Unit 1
Docket No. 50220

DPR-63

Suk/ set: Generic IAtor N-03, "latergranular Strest Corrosion Cracking of Core
Shrouds in Bolhing Water Reactors" (TAC No. M90102)

Gentlemen:

Niagara Mohawk's letter dated January 6,1995, provided the Commission the N' e Mile .m
Point Unit 1 Reactor Core Shroud Repair Design Summary (Enclosure 1) and supporting
documentation (Enclosures 2 and 3). Heclasse 2'of our letter incHided a preliminary

i version of GE-NE-B13-01739-04, Nine Mile Point Unit 1 Shroud' Repair Hardware Stress

j Analysis (and indicated that a final version of the analysis would be provided to the
Commismon by January 21,1995. The purpose of this letter is, in part, to provide to youf

the final version of GE-NE-B13-01739-04.

Also, final verification of the shroud repair supporting analyses resulted in minor numerical ,
,

changes to the caleninted shroud displacements and calculated leakage values through the j

machined shroud holes. These changes have resulted in revisions to our Core Shroud Repair
;

; Design Summary and GE-NE-B13-01739-05, which were submitted in our January 6,1995
j letter. 'Ihese documents are being re submitted with revisions indicated by " bars" in the left

hand margin. In addition, revisions have been made to documents 25A5583 and FDI 0245-i

90800 and to several drawings included in &dasure 2 and Enclosure 3, respectively, of our'

January 6,1995 submittal. These revir.a deements are also being re-submitted for your
review.j

!
'

; Certain supporting documentation is considered by its preparer, General Electric, to contain ,

proprietary information exempt from disclosure pursuant to 10CFR2.790. Therefore, on;

behalf of General Electric, Niagara Mohawk hereby makes application to withhold these
documents from public disclosure in accordance with 10CFR2.790(b)(1). Affidavits executed

j

; by General Electric Milia= the resons for the request to withhold the proprietary

i

!
-

,

i

: A
,
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information beve been included. Non-proprietary versions of the subject damments will be
submitted to the ownminaian by January 31,1995.

Very truly yours,

'7 ;..

C. D. Terry ~ -

Vice President - Nuclear hgi%
CDT/JMT/kab
Enclosure

xc: Regional Administrator, Region I
Mr. L. B. Marsh, Director, Project Directorate I-1, NRR
Mr. D. S. Brinkman, Senior Project Manager, NRR
Mr. B. S. Norris, Senior Resident Inspector
Records Management .
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l ENCLOSURE 1

Nine Mile Ptdat Nuclear Station - Unit 1
Ranctor Core Shroud Repair Design Samunary

4
-

|
! 1.0 PURPOSE

.

3 'Ihis maclamus provides a summary of Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation's (NMPC)
j design details for the permanent repair of the 304 stainless steel circumferential welds for the
i Nine Mlle Point Unit 1 (NMP1) reactor core shroud. 'Ihis design is being submitted for
j review and approval by the NRC staff.
i

| 1.1 Background and Scope
:

i Cracks have been observed in the core shrouds of several BWRs. The NRC issued Generic
| Letter 94-03 which requires inspection and/or repair. The NMP1 shroud welds have not
j been examined using the currently required non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques.
'

NMPC will inspect the shroud during the upcoming February 1995 refuel outage. Should
i the weld examination results show that shroud cracking is not acceptable for continued plant
i operation, a shroud repair will be implemented. NMPC may implement a preemptive repair
4 of the shroud welds in lieu of NDE; however, this issue is still being evaluated by NMPC.

I
'Ihe reactor core shroud repair is designed to structurally replace shroud welds H1 througha

j H8. Figure 1-1 depicts the NMP1 shroud welds. Welds H1 through H6B are all of the
j circumferential shroud welds. Weld H7 attaches the shroud to the forged stainless steel
; shroud support ring. Weld H8 is a bimetallic weld that attaches the stainless steel support

{ ring to the Inconel core support cone.
1

I 'Ihe NMP1 shroud repair consists of two separate design features. Tie-rod assemblies

! combined with core plate wedges replace welds H1 through H7 and the upward vertical load

{ carrying capability of weld H8. Separate H8 weld brackets replace the downward vertical
; load carrying capability of weld H8.

As previously mentioned, NMPC is currently eva'uating options for repair and examination.
The primary options currently under evaluation are:;

|
j 1. Examine shroud welds H1 through H8 in accordance with the BWR VIP

! Inspection Criteria and install the tie-rod assemblies and/or the H8 weld
brackets only if cracking is found to be unacceptable for continued plant1 -

operation.
'

4

E

:

Page 1 of 15
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; 2. Implement a pnemptive repair of welds H1 through H7 in lieu of examination.
3 Examine weld H8 in accordance with the BWR VIP Inspection Criteria and

install the H8 weld brackets only if cracking is found to be unacceptable for

| continued operation.
1

| 1.2 Com Shroud Phyniemi Description .

:

'Ihe core shroud, as shown in Figure 1-2, is a Type 304 stainless steel cylinder which1

j surrounds the core and provides a barrier to separate the upward flow of coolant through the
j core from the dowamaw recirculation flow. 'Ibe recirculation inlet and outlet pianums are
j separated by the shroud and the inmaal 600 shroud support cone. 'Ihe shroud support cone
j is designed to sustain the di5erential expansion of the ferritic reactor vessel and the austenitic

stainless steel shroud without high stresses. The shroud support cone sustains essentially all'

; of the vertical weight of the core structure and the steam separator assembly, except for the
interior fuel assembly weights which are transmitted to the guide tubes.t

;

j ' The principal design stresses produced in the shroud and shroud support cone are due to the
.

differential upward / downward pressure loading on the core under normal / upset operating and
' accident condidons; deadweight loadings, thermal expansion and the vertical ami horizontal

thrusts dcvek,.d on the core and core structure during an earthquake. |'

!

| The core shroud supports the upper core grid (top guide) which provides lateral support and
i alignment at the top of the fuel assemblies contained in each grid opening. 'Ibe shroud also i

i supports the lower core grid (core plate) which provides lateral guidance for the bottom of
j the fuel assemblies.
;

| 1.3 Shroud Safety Design Basis
!

} The reactor internals, of which the core shroud and shroud support cone are a part, have the
i following basic functions to assure the safety design basis is satisfied so that the safe

shutdown of the plant and removal of decay heat are not impaired:
i

! * To limit deflections and deformation to assure that the Emergency Core

! Caaling Systems (ECCS) can perform their safety functions during anticipated
! operational occurrences and accidents.
:

To maintain partitions between regions within the reactor vessel to provide; *

i conect coolant distnbution for all normal plant operating modes.
'

To provide positioning and support for the fuel assemblies, control rods,*

: incere aux monitors, and other vessel internals and to ensure that normal
control rod movement is not impaired.

| 'Ihe shroud repair stabilizer assemblies and H8 bracket supports are Maad to maintain the

! above shroud functions in the event welds H1 through H8 are cracked 360* circumferential1y

; through-wall.

i

: Page 2 of 15
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1.4 Core Shroud Fabrication Details

Specific NMP1 shroud fabrication details were previously provided to the NRC in NMPC's
initial response to Generic Latter 94-03 dated August 23,1994. -

2.0 EVALUATION

2.1 Scope of Modification Design

'Ihe NMP1 shroud madi&meian is designed to provide an alternative load path for the Type
304, stainless stee; circumferential welds (welds H1 through H7), and for the shroud support
ring to shroud support plate weld (weld H8). The NMP1 shroud modification design
therefore provides structural integrity for, and takes the place of, each of the circumferential
welds H1 through H8 in the NMP1 core shroud, without taking credit for weld integrity.

If the H8 weld inW results confirm weld structural integrity, NMPC may elect not to
install the H8 support brackets. If the brackets are not inellad, credit would be taken for
the weld integrity of H8; thus the designed shroud repair would only provide an alternative
load path for welds H1 through H7 The shroud repair design analyses envelope either of
these two noted scenarios.

.

2.2 Shroud Stabilizer Design Description

The repair is designed in accordance with the criteria set forth in BWROG VIP Core Shroud
Repair Design Criteria, Revision 1, September 12,1994. The NMP1 stabilizer repair was
designed by General Electric Nuclear Energy and is similar to the shroud stabilizer design
installed in the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Unit 1. The design of the NMP1 core shroud
repair is illustrated in the attached dmwings (Figures 2-1 through 2-5).

The design of the NMP1 core shroud stabilizers consists of four tie rod assemblies, six H8
bracket supports and four core plate wedges.

Ele Rod AssemMy Deserrpdon

Each tie rod assembly is axis-symmetrically located in the RPV annulus. Each tie rod

! assembiy consists of a tie rod, upper support, upper spring, top support, middle

! support, lower lateral and axial springs, lower support with two toggle bolts, and

j other minor comyments. 'Ihe ends of the tie rod assemblies are attached at the top to ,

i the upper shroud head flange and at the bottom to the Inconel shroud conical support.
| The shroud head is notched at four azimuth locations (eight notches) using electric

discharge machining (EDM) to accommodate the inerallarian of the upper stabilizer-
.

j support. At the bottom, two holes are machined through the angled conical shroud

! support for attaching each tie rod assembly.
: .

j The tie rod assemblies are Mened to prevent unacceptable lateral or vertical motion
of the shroud shell sections, assuming complete failure (360* through-wall) of one or

]
more of the circumferential shroud welds. Each cylindrical shell and ring section of

i

| Page 3 of 15
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.

l the shroud is prevented from naW_hle motion by the stabilizers. The functions of
i; each tie rod assembly component are as folkms:
i

i Ihe tie rods serve to provide an alternative vatical load path from the'e

{ upper support of the tie rod assembly through the shroud support cons.
| These tie rod assemblies maintain the alignment of the core shroud to
j the reactor vessel. The tie rods also prevent upward vertical
j displacement of the shroud if weld H8 were E =i'-My failed.
i

i The upper support brachet combined with the upper lateral spring ise

j designed to restrain lateral movement of the shell between welds H1
and H2, the ring between H2 and H3 and the shall between H3 and:

: H4.
1

The lateral rigid support (limit stop) located at the midpoint of the tiei e

] rods is Mgaad to restrain lateral movement of the shell between welds
H4 and H5. The rigid support is also provided for the tie rod so that

;

j the tie rod's natural frequency will be higher than that of the forcing
j frequency due to flow induced vibration.

I
The lower lateral spring contacts the shroud and the RPV and isj e .

,

M-aad to restrain lateral movement of the shell between welds H5 |4

| and'H6, the ring between welds H6A and H6B and'the shell between
i H6B and H7.
i

! The lower axial spring is Mgaad to provide axial flexibility of the tiee

rods to accommodate poentatad temperature transients.;

| The lower support with toggle bolts is Mgaad to provide an*

i attachment of the tie rod assemblies to the shroud conical support and
; to minimize leakage between the RPV lower plenum inlet flow and the i

| RPV annulus flow.
|

Cors Plats Wedge Desedpden
1 ,

; The shroud repair also consists of four core plate wedges (spacers) located in the
annulus between the core support plate and the inside of the shroud. In the event that'

welds H6A and H6B failed, the wedges would provide a direct load path from the
.

i core plate to the shroud to help distribute the lateral loads occurring during a seismic
event. The shroud cylinder at this location is restrained in the lateral direction by thei

lower tie rod lateral spring. The wedges are held in place by clamping against the'

existing angle brackets that position the existing shield blocks.
s

,

!

|

Page 4 of 15
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! WeM H8 Sangpert Bracket Descripden
|

) The tieind assemblies combined with the core plate wedges are designed to carry all
of the design loads of we'ds H1 through H7 and the upward vertical loads of weld
H8. However, mMhianal support is required at the bottom of the shroud in the event !

j of an H8 weld failure to prevent the downward displacement of the shroud. The
j shroud repair therefore includes six bracket supports located at azimuth locations I

j between tie rod locations. Each of the six bracket supports consists of an upper and !

j lower bracket. Four holes are machined through the shroud above weld H7. The
; upper bracket is attached to the shroud by the four holes using two toggle bolts and

j two shear keys. 'Ihe lower bracket rests on the Inconal ennical suppcrt and bears
against the vesset wall, and is held in place by the ears of the upper bracket.4

2.3 Design and Code Considerations
:

) 'Ihe design and code requirements for the shroud repair are specified in two separate
! documents. One document, " Shroud Repair Hardware Design Sphiaa (25A5583),"

| defines the design and performance requirements for the stabilizers. The second document,

j " Shroud Repair Code Design Specification (25A5586)," defines the American Society of
; Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code design requirements for the shroud repair. .

1 -

! 'Ihe shroud stabilizer construction shall be performed in accordance with an ASME Section

| XI Replacement Program per the requirements of Article IWA-7000. The NMP1 core
; shroud was not designed to ASME Section III design criteria and thus it is not considered an

ASME component. However, Section XI requires inservice iaW_ (ISI) of the core

| support structures. The required replacement program is different from most replacement

| programs, because the stabilizers are not a direct replacement. Instead, the structural
functions of the shroud horizontal welds are replaced by new components. Any defectsi

i found in welds H1 through H8 are structurally acceptable after the installation of the shroud i

stabilizers..

I

i Because the core shroud was not designed to ASME Section III, the core shroud stabilizers
j are not required to be designed to ASME Section III criteria. However, material properties
i for the stabilizers will be in accordance with ASME Section III, Appaadim,1989 Edition

,

| and the nomenclature for stress intensity used in the design will be the same as that used in
ASME III, Subsection NB,1986 Edition and ASME IH, Subsection NG,1983 Edition with'

! Addenda through Summer 1984.
.

] The shroud stabilizers shall meet or exceed the original construction requirements for the
shroud. Design of the core shroud stabilizers meets the structural criteria as specified in the
NMP1 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). Loads and Iced combinations in the'

UFSAR that are applicable to the core shroud have been included in the design specifications;

i for the modification. The stabilizers change the points of application of the forces applied to

| the RPV by the core shroud. These new fon:e applicarian points and force distributions were
analyzed per the RPV original Code of Construction.

:

}

!
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l
! ne shroud repair is designed for a design life of 25 years (the remaining design life of the
1 plant, plus possible life extension beyond the current operating license), to include 20
i Effective Full Power Years. All shroud repair hardware shall be Mgad so that it can be
j removed and replaced. His is to provide full access to the annulus ma for possible future
; inspections and/or maintenance / repair activities that may prove necessary.

$
j 2.4 Materials and Fabrication Considerations
;

j De NMP1 shroud stabilizers used materials and fabrication methods for manufacturing of )
] the NMP1 modification assembly nuhnamp-are as specified in the dann-at entitled i

l " Fabrication of Shroud Stabilizer (25A5584)." ne materials and fabrication methods used
'

!

;. for the NMP1 shroud repair are consistent with those materials used for the Hatch Unit 1 |
j repair and are as follows:

'

: \

| upper and lower springs, upper nuts, upper and icwer brackets, lower bracket*

nuts and toggle bolts and the H8 brackets, toggle bolts and shear keys are to:
j be fabricated from nickel-based (Ni-Cr-Fe) alloy X-750 which has been heat

{ treated at 1975 i 25'F, followed by air cooling at 1300*F and age hardening
r

tie rods, core plate wedges and other remaining components in the ann =hliesj e

i are to be fabricated from either Type 316 or 316L austenitic stainless steels,-
I heat treated at 1900 - 2100*F, followed by q==^iag in cir 1=*iag water to a

? temperature below 400*F
i

I Alloy X-750 was selected for the springs, nuts, and upper brackets due to its inherent high

| strength, its low coefficient of thermal expansion in comparison to that of Type 304 utninlaan
steel (which was used for construction of the NMP1 core shroud), and its resistance to;

j IGSCC when placed in service in typical BWR operating environments. The X-750 material

j is certified to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard B637, Grade
IUNS NO7750 material requirements. Alloy X-750 is a precipitation-hardened Inconel

material which has been a-a*M for use in nuclear environments by ASME Code Section.

III. ASTM Standard B637 lists the chemistry and material property requirements for
precipitation-hardened nickel-based alloy bars and forgings. ASTM Standard B637 is |

! equivalent to ASME S iW SB637, and is =~a*hle as a basis for certifying alloy X-
750. The modification components fabricated from Alloy X-750 have 0.030 inches of the-

material removed from the surface after final ma-aling or pickling treatment, in order to |4

| minimise surface conditions that increase the susceptibility of the material to intergranular |

| attack (IGA).
1

i Type 316L stainless steel selected for the tie rods and remaining components was proc' ed
I .with a carbon content of less than 0.020%. Types 316 and 316L are Wie ASME Code

Section III materials for use in nuclear environments. The low carbon content and solution
heat treatment of the 316 materials lowers the degree of sensitization of the steels. However,'

all procured 316 or 316L materials will be required to be tested for. sensitization in;

accordance with methods delineated in ASTM Standard A262, Procedures A or E. 'Ihe!

I procurement and test practices will provide high sniernace to IGSCC. He tie rod threads
were induction annealed after machining the threads to remove a possible cold work layer. It.

:
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should be noted that all pieces of the assemblies will be awchaniemity loclad in place; no
i welding will be done to assemble the stabilizer hardware. This will lower the residual
j stresses in the stabilizer assembly components, and thereby produce higher reestance to

i IGSCC.

S The selection of material and methods of fabricating these materials should minimize the
I susceptibility of these materials to IGSCC. The absence of welding in the modification

i design should also reduce the susceptibility of the tie rod assemblies to IGSCC.
j.
j 2.5 Symaans Evalentiam

-

i
4

i Niagara Mohawk evaluated the response of plant systems with the shroud stabilizers installad
'

; for the following loading conditions:

|
4

i EVENT IDAD COMBINATIONS
1

j 1. NORMAL OPERATION Normal Pressure, Dead Weight, Thermal

! 2. UPSET 1 Upset Pressure, Dead Weight, Upset 'Ihermal

I 3. UPSET 2 Upset Pressure, Dead Weight, OBE (=DBE)
1

.

| 4. EMERGENCY 1 Normal Pressure, Dead Weight, DBE
-
,

t 5. EMERGENCY 2 Steam Line LOCA, Dead Weight

i 6. EMERGENCY 3 Exit Reirc. Line IACA (includes asymmetric load),
'

Dead Y dght
,

i

: 7. FAULTED 1 Steam Line LOCA, Dead Weight, DBE

i 8. FAULTED 2 Inlet Recire. Line LOCA, Dead Weight, DBE
i

) 9. FAULTED 3 Exit Recire. Line LOCA (includes asymmetric load),
! Dead Weight, DBE

i

1 'Ihe above load combinations are consistent with the plant 1_Maia= basis except that the

| DBE was conservatively combined with LOCA loads, which was not required by the

| licensing basis. Connient with the plant licensing basis, the DBE, in lieu of an Operating
i Basis Earthquake (OBE), is combined with the upset pressure loads since the plant licensing
! basis does not define an OBE. 'Ihe upset transients described in the NMP1 UFSAR were
'' reviewed and the bounding upset thermal event was determined to be a transient wherein the
,.

annulus water temperature decreases to 300*F while the reactor inlet plenum fluid
j is..yeiaure remains at 545'F. 'Ihis situation could occur with the loss of feedwater
; followed by restoring the feedwater flow, but without feedwater heatin g. 'Ihis event results

.

in the largest temperature difference between the shroud wall and the t e rod assemblies.;

I The pressure differences across the shroud support cone, core plate aad shroud head for the

: above events are provided in the design specification. The accident pressure differences for
the above events are ennaient with the values listed in the UFSAR. General Electric is-

!
!
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j_ curready performing NMP1 specific TRACO analyses. Preliminary results indicane that the

!
LOCA loads due to a recirculation line break are significantly less than the UPSAR values.

;-
! Also evaluated were the expected core plate and top guide displacements during all of the
i above loading conditions with ponenistad through-wall cracking at different weld lacadaan

j including cracking at all welds concurrently. The predicted deflections of the core plate
and top guide during all transient and accident conditions listed above have been calculated
by Niagara Mohawk to be within the allowables defined in the design specifications, and

i therefore, would have no impact on control rod insertion. 'Ihese allowables are bounded
j by the allowables discussed in a GE report, GENE 771-44 0094 Rev. 2, "Justinastian for
: Allowable Displaranante of the Core Plate and Top Guide Shroud Repair," dated

November 16,1994. Revision 2 of this report was recently revised to include the final I
'

! results of CRD Performance Evaluation Testing and Driveline Misalignment (GE Report :

NEDC-32406, hpaa+ 1994). )
,

|
l 'Ihe NMP1 design specifies the maximum allowable permanent horizontal deflection of any
! point on the shroud adjacent to either the H2 or the H3 weld (i.e., the top guide support)
I shall be less than 2.1 inches divided by a minimum safety factor (SFmin), during all of the
i above load combinations. The maximum permanent horizontal deflection of any point on the

shroud adjacent to either the H6A or H6B weld (i.e., core plate support) shall be less than;

! 0.75 inches divided by SFmin for the above load combinatians 'Ihe maximum tranniant .

: elastic horizontal deflection during a seismic event adjacent to either the H6A or H68 weld

| shall be less than 1.68 inches divided by SFmin. The values of SFmin are 2.25 for normal
| and upset,1.5 for emergency and 1.125 for faulted conditions, consistent with the above

) noted GE document. .

The bounding load combinations for comparison of the top guide and core plate horizontal
j displacements to allowables were the (Upset 2) and (Faulted 1) cases. The horizontal
! displacements summarized below are within the allowable values, therefore, insertion of the
j control rods is assured.

!

|
'

O.93"

D'- 'r - " Allowable

! Upset 2: Top Guide 0.25" |

|

| Core Plate 0.03" 0.75"

| Faulted 1: Top Guide 0.64" 1.87"
Core Plate 0.36" 1.49",

4 .

!

The maximum horizontal permanent deflection of any part of the shroud other than the top:

guide support ring and the core plate support ring that is not directly supported by either the |
upper or lower radial springs is limited to approximately 0.75 inches by mechanical limit ;

:
|

! stops. These stops do not perform any function unless a section of,the shroud, for ===pla
| between H4 and H5, becomes disconnected and a combined LOCA plus seismic event i

j occurs. If this unlikely scenario occurs, the stops will limit the horizontal digdscenwat to
'

approximately 0.75 inches, which is equal to one-half the shroud thicknaan. A displanenwnt
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equal to one-half of the shroud wall thickness results in minimal leakage from the core to the

i downcomer region because the shroud sections still overlap each other. The limit stops do

| not invalidate the linear mainmic analysis discussed in Section 2.6 har= nee very little mass is
: associated with any potentially disconnected and unsupported section of the shroud.
!

The allowable vertical displacement of the shroud was determined based on the attendant

! leakage through a crack during normal operation. This is discussed la detail later in this
j section. The allowable vertical displacement of the shroud was also determined by the
i allowable vertical diaal-t of the top guide during an accident to ensure the fuel
| overlaps the top guide and by ensuring that the core spray function is not impacted. The
.

vertical displacement of the core support plate is limited by the. control rod guide tubes 'to an

! acceptable value of approximately one-halfinch.

1

i The maximum vertical riierlar=nant occurs during the MSLB merident enanario. Based on J
| peak differential pressures listed in the UFSAR, Eagaru Mohawk determined that for
j approximately six seconds during which the LOCA loads erraart normal operating pressures,

the tie rods will alaatically stretch a maximum of 0.61 inches, assuming postulated thmugh-
wall shroud cracking. This vertical displacement is momentary, and the top of the shroud

i will retum to rest on the lower portion. After the six-second liA, no significant shroud

| bypass will occur. Further, minor shroud bypass leakage is not nannidered safety significant
i during the MSLB accident haennae there is no loss of coolant from the lower vessel area, and
! the small vertical lift of 0.61 inches will not adversely impact the safety function of the core
j spray system or cause the top guide to exceed the top of the fuel.
,

j

j Niagara Mohawk also performed a leakage flow evaluation for normal and upset pressure

i conditions. The hardware designed to repair the shroud with identified cracks for NMP1
requires the machining of several holes through the shroud head flange for the inenuatinn of ):

!the upper support. There are a total of eight holes. Each of these holes will have some
.

clearance, which will allow a small amount of leakage flow to bypass the steam separation
system. As part of the stabilizer design, the shroud support cone will have eight holes,!

j which also allows a small amount of core flow leakage through the clearance between the

i holes and the mating bolts. As part of the H8 weld bracket design, the lower shroud will
have 24 holes, which also allow a small amount of core flow leakage through the clearance4

: between the holes and the mating bolts and shear keys. In addition, there are nine welds in
i the shroud that may develop cracks, either above or below the core plate elevation. These
j cracks present another leakage now path for the core now. During normal operation,

! thermal tightening of the tie rods prevents upward motion of the shroud and crack separation
! for all crack scenarios.

i
-

! The shroud head leakage flow includes steam flow, which effectively increases the total !

carryunder in the downcomer by a maximum of about 0.02% at 100% rated power and 85 to;

| 100% rated core flow. The carryunder from the separators is based on the applicable
separator test data at the lower limit of the operating water level range. The combined
effective carryunder from the separators and the shroud head leakagp at 85 to 100% rated

|
| core flow is about 0.17%, and is bounded by the design value of 0.25%. The impact of the

,

p flow leakage along with the nemacintari carryunder increase is considered below.

v

.
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f i The impact of the leakage results in an on.He'=- of core flow by about 0.6% of core
i flow. '11ds overprediction is small compared to the core flow measurement uncertainty of
i 5% for non-Jet pump plants used in the Maximum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit
j evaluations. AMitinnally, the decrease in core flow resulting from the overprediction results
j [ in only about 0.2% decrease in calculated MCPR. "Iherefore, it is concluded that the impact
j is not significant.
i
j 'Ihe computer code used to evaluate performance under plant anticipated abnormal transients
i and calculate fuel thermal margin includes carryunder as one of the inputs. The effect of the

"li*y of the) increased carryunder due to shroud repair leakage results in greater -+5- -

i downcomer region and, hence, a reduced maximum vessel pressure. Sina this is a favorable

] effect, the thermal limits are not. impacted.
t

j 'Ihe limiting condition is the recirculation discharge line break. The severity of the limiting
j event is primarily determined by the core spray flow to the upper plenum region. 'Ibe

leakage'through the shroud repair holes does not have an impact on the core spray flow or

{ the cooling to the fuel rods or fuel channel. 'Iherefore, the ECCS results are unchanged by
4 the shroud leakage.
i

| 'Ihe increased carryunder due to shroud bracket-hole leakage results in an increase in the .

| core inlet enthalpy by about 0.1 IrrU/lb, compared with the no leakage condition. 'Ibe .

L combined impact of the reduced core inlet subcooling and the reduced core flow due to the

| | leakage results in a minor effect (~ 1.2 days) on fuel cycle length and is considered

| negligible. (
1

;

| Niagara Mohawk has concluded that there is an insignificant impact of the leakage flows

j through the shroud repair holes and paedad shroud cracks on the steam separation system
performance, core monitoring, fuel thermal margin, ECCS performance and fuel cycle

j length. The results show that at rated power and 85 to 1005' rated core flow the leakage

| | flow from the repair holes is equal to a maximum combined la=h=a of about 0.7% of core

j flow. 'Ihis leakage flow is sufficiently small so that the steam separation system

i performance, core monitoring, fuel thermal margin and fuel cycle length remain adequate.
Also, the impact on ECCS performance is insignificant, and hence, the licensing ECCS!

evaluation for the normal condition with no shroud leakage is applicable.

4
' 2.6 Structural Evaknation
,

'Ihe NMP1 shroud repair has been designed to both vertically and horizontally support the .

top guide, core support plate, and shroud head and to prevent core flow bypass to the;

| annulus region. The shroud repair will support the fuel assemblies and maintain the correct
j fuel channel spacing to permit control rod insertion by limiting the di=dwt of the

j shroud under postulated accident scenarios,

i

j Extensive stress analysis was performed for all of the shroud repair. parts and affected reactor
components. This analysis was divided into four separate parts for convenience (i) the'

conical support (including the adjacent reactor vessel and weld H9), (ii) the shroud and tie
red assemblies, (iii) the repair hardware components, and (iv) the reactor vennel. Separate.

i

j threWinuminnel (3-D) finite element models were developed to evaluate items (i) and (ii),

!
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and hand calculations using basic strength of materials formulas were used to evaluate item
(iii). Eaca of these eval wha and the associated results are described brieSy in the
paragraphs which follow. The complete details of the evaluatian can be found in GE report
B13-0173944, Revision B. It should be noted that some of the results given hose are
preliminary in the sense that design inputs are still being finalimi; however, the conclusions
resulting from the use of Snal design inputs are not expected to change from those shown
here. The fourth part of the stress analysis addressed the new loads applied to the reactor
vessel as a result of the installation of the shroud stabilizers. This analysis is contained in
GE report 24A6426.

Canical Support Evaluntlan

A Mailant finite element model of the shroud conical support was used to perform stress
analysis of the conical support. The model coneimari of a 90' vesselkaniemi support l

segment. A 90' segment (i.e., W model) was utilized since the shroud repair consists of |
four nearly equally spaced tie rods. A portion of the reactor vessel was included in the
model so that the appropriate interaction at the conical support junction could be accounted
for. The vessel ends were modeled far enough away from the junction so that end effects
were insigni6 cant. The repair hardware connection was placed in the center of the model
(i.e., at 45') so that edge effects from the O' and 90' planes were latenikaat in the region
of interest. The shroud support ring and the shroud were not included in'the finite element
model (i.e., the H8 weld was assumed to be completely failed). This configuration is

i
conservative in that the conical support receives no additional support from the shroud
support ring and bounds all other weld configurations.

This model was also used to evaluate the six H8 weld repair bracloets. Although the model
effectively considered four of these brackets (since the model was a % model), the stress
results demonstrated that the effects from one bracloet do not influence the stresses at other

| bracket locations; therefore, the 90' model was deemed adequate for fully evaluating all
loads imposed on the conical support by all of the shroud repair hardware and all vessel:

loads.;

!

f Stresses due to reactor pressure, lower shroud pressure drop (AP), thermal events, and all

i reactions from the shroud repair hardware were considered in the analysis. Deflection of the
comcal support was also evaluated from a safety standpoint and found to be acceptable.'

!
| Shroud and 11a Reds Evaluation

!
|

Several other detailed finite element models were developed to evaluate stresses in the shroud

j' and repair hardware components. The first model consisted of a 180* shroud segment
j , composed of shell, gap (representing cracks), 3-D truss, beam and spring elements. Repair

| spring and vertical tie rod assemblies were also included in this model as 3-D truss elements

| and lower brackets as 3-D beam elements representing the repair hardware global mechanical
characteristics. A 180' segment was necessitated by the need to evaluate the non-symmetric

3

! loads. This model allowed for complete stress evaluation of the shroud.

i
Several other finite element models were constructed using 3-D solid alernets for the spring
and tie rod components to separately evaluate stresses in each of these components.

! Page 11 of 15
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As with the conical support, stresses due to reactor pressure, shroud pressure drop (AP),
thermal events, and all reactiana from the shroud repair hardware were considered in the
analysis and ibund to be acceptable. Horizontal deflection of the shroud at the top guide and
cose plate laratiaa* was also evaluated from a safety ~daaiat and found to be acceptable.

Repair Hardware Casaponents Evaluation

Detailed hand calculations of the repair hardware components and the H8 weld repair
brackets at inentiana not ===ei%11y covered by the above finite element models were
performed for structural analysis purposes. 'Ibe bounding loading aanditiana for the
evaluation of stresses in the H8 brackets are the (Es. cay #3) and (Faulted #2) landemeaa ;

,

Stresses in the H8 brackets and the shroud were below allowable stresses for these bounding !

tande==as. 'Ibe bounding loading conditinan for the tie rod assemblies are the (Ea.acy
#2) and (Faulted #1) landcaeam. Stresses in the tie rod assemblies were below allowable
stresses for these boundins taade==.

Ranciar Vemmel Evahastion

The upper and lower lateral springs and the H8 brackets put new design mechanical loads
into the reactor vessel. A finite element (FE) model of the reactor vessel shell was
developed and the radialloads from the springs and H8 bracket supports were applied. All
of the stress intensities due to the new design mechanical loads satisfy the allowable stress
intensities of the original code of construction.

Seiende Analysis
i

! The dynamic seismic analysis for the NMP1 shroud repair modification is documented in
: report GENE-B1341739-03. 'Ihe mathematical, beam element structural model used for the

analysis includes the reactor building, shield wall /W, RPV, reactor internals, and the
repair modification hardwm, all coupled. The model was analyzed using the SAP 4G07

|
computer program.

! The current licensing basis Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) was used in the analysis. A
; synthetic time history was generated based on the horizontal DBE spectra in accordance with

| the guidaliams contained in the U.S. NRC Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800. DBE
j results were combined with upset as well as emergency and faulted conditions. To add

conservatism to the shroud repair design, the DBE loads were combined with the LOCA;

loads, although the plant thaia: basis does not require this conservative load combination.i

:

i No detailed RPV and internals dynamic analysis hmaatation nierret for NMP1 against
which the results of the new detailed dynamic model could be benchmarked. 'Ihe new

j coupled model was thus generated utilizing the available 16*ia: basis data and analyzed
: and verified using the methodologies employed in modern plant designs. The theia* basis
; condition was, however, simulated by additionally analyzing the model without the shroud

! stabilizers and without any cracks, to form a new benchmark run 'Ihe resultant component
loads based on the new shroud repair seismic analysis compared favorably with the:

! component loads in the hanchmark run.
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; The structural stiffness properties were calculated for the tie rods and the top and bottom
; springs, taking into consideration the local stiffness at the shroud head and the shroud conical
! support. 'Ihe model being axisymmetric, the equivalent rotational stiffness offered by the tie

!' rod system was '=+ye." into the model. The displacements of the shroud at the top
i guide and core plate elevations were calculated based on the total horizontal force and spring
i constant of each stabilizer spring. Only one spring was assumed to be effective at a time.

|- The spring constant values of 24,000 lb./in at the top guide, and 336,000 lb./in at the core
: plate elevation were determined by finite element analysis.
!

! A bounding combination of cracked /uncracked cases were analysed. The cases analysed

! bound the various hypothetical cracked scenarios, and yield maximum loads for the
modification hardware design. The stabiliser design is based on the worst case scenario to

'

i ensure control rod insertion and safe shutdown of the reactor.

The NMP1 shroud repair includes six H8 weld brackets at the interface between the shroud
; and the conical shroud support skirt to support the shmud in the vertical direction against
! free fall, should the H8 weld fail completely. The eniamic analysis evaluated the enanario

i where the H8 weld failed and the corresponding downward load on the H8 support bracket,
; due to the moment caused by the horizontal seismic motion, was taken into account.

!
| For the Coupled model, an axisymmetric lumped mass model was developed for the emismie
; analysis. The model was constructed as an assemblage oflumped masses connected by

rommelean beam elements and spring elements. In the " horizontal" model, only the horizontal
j translation and the curiee;-: 4ia: rotational di,uof-freedom were included. The
j structural properties of the various elements including the proposed structural inndifications
j were incorporated in the model. Hydrodynamic masses were calculated and modeled in

j order to account for the dynamic coupling of the fluid mass with the solid mass.

For the Weld Crack model, analysis iterations were performed to reflect the scenarios
; wherein 360 degree through-wall, circumferential cracks were assumed at the various crack
i locations on the shroud.
!

For the analysis, the cracks were represented as hinges or rollers, haaadian upon the
assumed crack condition and the loading event. In a given circumferentially cracked plane,'

j the crack is assumad to resist only lateral shear, if no lifting or separation of the crack plane

j occurs. In such a case, the crack plane is modeled as a hinge. If vertical separation of the
crack plane is assumed or anticipated, the raiennna to both shear and moment are lost. In

3

; this case, the crack plane is modeled as a roller. The tie rods are preloaded with a pre- ,

determined thermal load. This preload maintains a compressive d=aia: force on the.

i shroud which would keep the cracked welds from separating during an upset condition event.
. Consequently, a hinged assumption is applicable for the upset condition. For the emergency1~
or faulted condition event involving a LOCA, the possibility of the shroud lifting
momentarily exists, which would cause a separation at a postulated crack. To represent such

,

| a scenario, the postulated crack was assumed as a roller. .

.

) For the case with all welds cracked, weld H1 was modeled as a roller; all other welds are
modeled as hinges. H1 being the uppermost weld, the roller condition at H1 represents

,
'

maximum crack separation due to LOCA upward pressure, and minimum downward
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compressive (crack closure) load due to deadweight. All other welds were modeled as
hinges since thsee is sufHeient deadweight to maintain contact (crack closure) and offer shear
reaintna m .

Vertical neimmic inertia load was not analyzew' uing the computer model. Any potential
vertical amplification during the she perioC " time when a portion of the shroud may tend
to lift is judged to be small, since tht. portion of the shroud is only connected in the vertical
direction to the remainder of the shroud with the tie rods. ' De tie rods cannot apgily a
vertical upward foste on the liAed portion of the shroud. Hus, vertical excitation cannot be |

transferred hosn the unlifted shroud to the liAnd portion of the shroud.

In the repahed condition (with the modiAcation hardware in place), the uncracked case j

yielded the most ic N response spectra. Dess spectra was compared with the spectra 1

generated using the haachmark model (without madification hardware and cracks) which
showed that the spectra were almost identical, demonstrating the ia=ignificaat impact of the
repair modification on the piping /RPV interface mainmic loads.

De repair hardware was designed for the potential for vibradon, and to keep the vibration to i

. a minimum. De natural frequency of the repaired shroud, iaeVia: the repair hardware, |
i has been determined. De usage factor due to cyclic stresses caused by vibration will be less |

than 1.0 for the design life of the repair hardware.'

.

; Mow Induced Vibratleet Analysis
:

} The potential for flow induced vibration has been evaluated by eate*ia: the lowest natural
! frequency of the tie rods and the highest vortex =haMia: frequency due to the water in the
: downcomer. The tie rods are 3.5 inches in diameter and 136.6 inches long. The tie rods are

| threaded on both ends. One end is connected with a nut to a support assembly and the other

| end is threaded to an axial spring member. De spring member is anchored to the reactor

i vessel support cone by a pin and clevis arrangement. De assembly is thermally preloaded to
j 79,670 lb A mid-span support is included which reduces the effective length of the tie rod.

The calculated lowest natural frequency of the assembly is 28 Hz. De potential excitation
3

j forces come from the water flow and from the shroud which has a natural frequency much

j lower than the stabilizer assembly.

I

{ The stabilizar assemblies are located in the annulus between the shroud and vessel at

i approximately 90',170',270', and 350' degree locations. ne flow in this region is
| primarily parallel to the tie rods. The maximum axial flow in the annulus at 105% rated

core flow is ' alculated to be 5.8Wsec. The maximum cross radial flow occurs at the inlet toi c
j the recirculation nozzles which flair out in the vessel ID to approximately 40 inches in
j diameter. He flow velocity at this diameter is 9.3 Naec. Although there is no stabilizer
; assembly at this location, the vortex shedding frequency for this flow velocity is only 7 Hz.
| Dis is well below the 28 Hz lowest natural frequency of the stabilizer assembly. This
i combination natinfles the standard GE design goal of a factor of three between excitation

i frequency and lowest natural frequency.
!

|
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2.7 Prunedification and Post-modification Insnection Requienents

The requiransats for pre-modification and post-modification inWon of the tie rod
assemblies are given in General Electnc Field Disposition Instruction (FDI) No. 0245-90800.
FDI No. 0245-90800 Section IV., Step 1.0 will require that field examiners perform a VT-1
examination of the accessible areas of the RPV wall, shroud support cone and weld H9,
adjacent to the attachment point for the shroud stabilizer lower support and H8 weld
brackets.

FDI No. 0245-90800 Section IV., Step 4.0 requires that field crmminess perform a VT-1
examination of the completed modification. The post-modification inspections for the tie rod
assemblies will include VT-1 examinations of all the clevis pins used in the modifications,
each core plate wedge assembly, each stabilizer assembly in contact between the RPV wall
and the upper contact, mid-support and lower contacts, each stabilizer assembly in contact
between the shroud and the upper support and lower spnng and each jam nut on each of the
eight toggle bolt assemblies to verify crimping. 'Ihe post-modification inWe for the H8
brackets will include VT-1 examinations of the foot of the upper bracloet of the H8 weld
assembly to confirm that it is resting or contacting the lower bracket and each jam nut on
each of the six upper bracket assemblies to verify crimping has occurred. All VT-1
examinations will be accomplished using a television camera which is capable of resolving a !

0.001 inch diameter wire on a neutral gray background, and from a dinamace and with light-
that has been demonstrated capable of detecting IGSCC.

Niagara Mohawk will augment their Inservice Inspection programs to include examination of
the repair / modification designs (i.e., as stated in Section 2.2.7 of staff SER " Safety
Evaluation on Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Core Shroud Repair Design Criteria," which
was issued to the BWR VIP Repair Technical Subcommittee on S:ptember 29,1994).
Niagara Mohawk will subrait its plans for augmented in=~tions within 90 days following
completion of NMP1's 1995 refueling outage.

3.0 Conclusion

Based on Niagara Mohawk's review of the shroud modification hardware from design, code
reconciliation, matenals, fabrication, structural, systems, installation and inspection
considerations, as discussed above, Niagara Mohawk concludes that the proposed
modification is in accordance with the BWR VIP Core Shroud Repair Design Criteria dated
September 12,1994 and the NRC Safety Evaluation on BWR VIP Core Shroud Repair
Design Criteria. Niagara Mohawk has also concluded that the NMP1 shroud repair is .

consistent, where applicable, to the previous NRC -M Hatch Unit 1 installed shroud
repair. 'Iherefore, the proposed modification provides an acceptable level of quality and
safety as required by 10CFR50.55a(a)3 and is acceptable for installation in the NMP1
Reactor Pressure Vessel.

i -

i
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j General Electric Company

.

1

i AFFIDAVIT
i
*

,

| I, David J. Robart, being duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
'

,

| (1) I am Manager, ALMR Project M=y General Electric Company ("GE") and
j have been delegated the fbaction of reviewing the information described in paragraph

.

(2) which is sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to apply for its
j

withholding
i

j (2) 1]p'inibnnation sought to be withheld is contained in the GE proprietary report
GENE-B13-01739-04, NMP1 ShroemiRepair Hardwarr Stress Analysis, Revision 0,i

Class III (GE Company Proprietary Information), dated December,1994. .The
|

: proprietary information is dehnested by bars marked in the margin adjacent to the
;

i specific material:
,$

| (3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of which it is .
the owner, GE relies upon the exemption from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of

|
i

Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(bX4), and the Trade Secrets Act,18

|
USC Sec.1905, and NRC tegulations 10 CFR 9.17(aX4), 2.790(aX4), and

2.790(dXI) for " trade secrets and comnweial or financhi information obtained from{
a person and privileged or con 6dential" (Exemption 4). The material for whichj
exemption from disclosure is here sought is all " confidential conunercial information",j
and some portions also qualify under the narrower definition of" trade secret", within'

i
the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in,

f respectively, Cri+ie=1 h4a== Waarav Project v. _Nn '- Paaila+ary Commi== ion.
~ 975F2d871 (DC Cir.1992), and Puhlie t'iti=a Fr ieh p ,ch Groun v. FDA.

f 704F2d1280 (DC Cir.1983).

f (4) Some examples of categories of infonnation which fit into the definition of
.

propnetaryinformation are:
1

Information that discloses a process, mahad or apparatus, inclidias supportinga.
data and analyses, where y-,odon ofits use by General Electric's competitors:

,~ without license frtxn General Electric constitutes a co+GGve economic
'

advantage over other companies;
. '

: b. Infonnation which, if used by a ceroisitor, would reduce his avaadiaire of
I resources or improve his %GGve position in the design, ma=>%'e,

]
shipment, in=rallatian, assurance of quality, or licensing of a similar product;

f
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.

The development and approval of the BWR Shroud Repair Program was achieved at
a sigai&-* cost, on the order of one million dollars, to GE.

The development of the evaluation process along with the interpretation and
application of the analytical results is derived from the extensive experience datah===
that constitutes a major GE asset.

(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld it, likely to cause
substantial harm to GE's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the availability
of proSt-making oppormai*i- The information is part of GE's comprehensive BWR
safety and technolagy base, and its cesw J value extends beyond the original
development cost. The value of the technology base goes beyond the extensive
physical database and analytical methodology and ieindes development of the
expertise to determine and apply the appropriate evaluation process In addition, the
technology base includes the value derived from providing analyses done with
NRC-approved methods.

The research, development, engmeermg, analytical and NRC review costs comprise a
substantial investment of time and money by GE.

|

The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the .
correct analytical maehadology is difEcult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial.-

GE's competitive advantage will be lost ifits competitors are able to use the results of-

i
the GE experience to normalim or verify their own process or if they are able to

i claim an equivalent under=*=ading by demonstrating that they can amve at the same

t or similar conclusions.

I The value of this information to GE would be lost if the information were disclosed
j to the public. Making such information available to competitors without their having

been required to undertake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly provide'

competitors with a windfall, and deprive GE of the opportunity to exercise its
competitive advantage to seek an adequate return on its large investment in
developing these very valuable analytical tools.

!

!
.
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. STATE OF CAIRORNIA )-
.) as:

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA ) .

1 David J. Robare, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
*

,

That he has read the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated therein are true and correct
'

1 ' to the best of his knowledge, 'mfonnation, and belief.
.

'

Executed at San Jose, California, this .t8 lli day of 3%UU4 tty 1995.

.

!'
.

bk
i David J. Robare
! GeneralElectric Company
:

.

.

1
'

.

:
1

M O
. Subscribed and sworn before me this //day of ,, , "" ' -- ; 1995.

r i
i

.

:
- - - - - - - . , , , ,

,jM* L END4u D- *; r-coMM. 8 987sNg-

%%cg Notary Publi6, State of California
| g wc m s ua,3,, ,[
,

:
--- - -___-___
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General Electric Company:

!
-

r

i

AFFIDAVIT
!

!

! I, David J. Robare, being duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
-,

(1) I am Manager, ALMR Project Ma== ===='. General Electric Company ("GE") and"

! . have been delegated the function of reviewing the information described in paragraph
.

(2) which is sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to apply for its
,

withholding.

(2)"The information sought to be withheld is contained in the GE proprietary report-:

7 GENE-B 13-01739-05, Safety Ensluationfor Installation ofStabilizers on the NMP1
Core Shroud Revision 1, Class III (GE Company Proprietary Information), dated

,

j

i
January,1995. The proprietary information is delineated by bars marked in the

| ' margin adjacent to the specific material.
;

! (3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary lufviE don of which it is .
! the owner, GE relies upon the exemption from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of

| Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(bX4), and the Trade Secrets Act,18

|
USC Sec.1905, and NRC regulations 10 CFR 9.17(aX4), 2.790(aX4), and
2.790(dXI) for " trade secrets and commercial or Anancial infonnation obtained from

*

i a person and privileged or confidential" (Exemption 4). The material for which

|
exemption from disclosure is here sought is all " confidential co c J information",

|
and some portions also qualify under the narrower definition of" trade secret", within

i the meanmas assigned to those tenns for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in,

i respectively, Critical Mass Rameny Projae'_ v. Naetaar Pa=al**ary Commi==ian
i 975F2d871 (DC Cir.1992), and Public CWan Famith P-rch Groun v. FDA.

| 704F2d1280 (DC Cir.1983).

\
j (4) Some examples of categories of information which fit into the definition of
i proprietaryinformation are:

\
Infonnation that discloses a process, ma'haA or apparatus, iaelmiing supportingj a.

data and analysea, where prevention ofits use by General Electric's competitors
without license fhxn General Electric constitutes a cwg :4n economic

j
advantage over other companies;

|

| b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his expenditure of

| resources or improve his cowvGGve position in the design, nimadacture,
* r="=F=, assurance of quality, or licensing o(a similar product;f ' shipment. -_

i

:

}
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c. Information which reveals cost or price information, production capacities,-

budget levels, or commercial strategies of General Electric, its customers, or its-
4

; suppliers;
'
>

| d. Infonnation which reveals aspects of past, present, or future General Electric
customer-funded development plans and programs, of potential commercial

.

|
value to General Electric;

i

Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may be |c.

j desirable to obtain patent protection.

:

) The information sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the reasons
set forth in both paragraphs (4)a. and (4)b., above.

4

:

j (5) The information sought to be withheld is being submitted to NRC in confidence. The

|
information is of a sort customarily held in confidence by GE, and is in fact so held.
The information sought to be withheld has, to the best of my knowledge and belief, !'

; consistently been held in confidence by GE, no public disclosure has been made, ano

j it is not available in public sources. All disclosures to third parties including any
' required transmittals to NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to
j regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements which provide for maintenance of .

|
the information in confidence. Its initial designation as proprietary information, and
the subsequent steps taken to prevent its unauthorized disclosure, are as set forth in

;

i paragraphs (6) and (7) following.
:

| (6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the manager of the
originating component, the person most likely to be acquainted with the value and

i sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge. Access to such
documents within GE is limited on a "need to know" basis.i

L

| (7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically requires

|
review by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist or other equivalent

- authority, by the manager of the cognizant marketing function (or his delegate), and

{
by the Legal Operation, for technical content, competitive effect, and determination j

j of the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GE are limited to

|
r**u1=*~y bodies, customers, and potential customers, and their agents, suppliers,
and licaa=ma,. and others with a legitimate need for the information, and then only in

; .

i. accordance with appropriate regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements.
>

-
|!

(8) The information identined in paragraph (2), above, is classified as proprietary because
' it contains detailed results'of analytical models, methods and processes, i les,

.

computer codes, which GE has developed, obtained NRC approval of, and applied to
,

perform evaluations of the core shroud repair for the BWR.
-

E
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.

The development and approval of the BWR Shroud Repair Program was achieved at
a signi6 cant cost, on the order of one million dollars, to GE.

The de;W of the evaluation process along with the interpretation and
application of the analytica4 results is derived from the extensive experience d=*=ha=>
that constitutes a major GE asset.

(9) Public disclosure of the 'information sought to be withheld is likely to cause
substantial harm to GE's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the availability
of proSt-making opportunities. The information is part of GE's comprehensive BWR
safety and technology base, and its commercial value extends beyond the original
development cost. The value of the technology base goes beyond the extensive
physical database and analytical methodology and includes development of the
expertise to determine and apply the appropriate evaluation process. In addition, the
technology base includes the value derived from providing analyses done with
NRC-approved methods.

The research, development, engineering, analytical and NRC review costs comprise a
substantial investment of time and money by GE.

The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the
correct analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial.

GE's competitive advantage will be lost ifits competitors are able to use the results of
the GE experience to normalize or verify their own process or if they are able to
claim an equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same
or similar conclusions.

The value of this information to GE would be lost if the information were disclosed
|

to the public. Making such information available to competitors without their having
been required to undertake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly provide
competitors with a wmdfall, and deprive GE of the opportunity to exercise its
competitive advantage to seek an adequate return on its large investment in
developing these very valuable analytical tools.

.

.

I

|

i =
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STATE OF CAIRORNIA )
) ss:

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA )

' David J. Robare, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he has read the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated therein are true and correct
to the best of his knowledge, information, and behef. .

Executed at San Jose, California, this 88 day of : JANUmV 1995.

b ,

David J. Robare
General Electric Company

.

Subscribed and sworn before me this // day of e "1 1995.
/

.,,
__ _

m

j wan.G, wou. | m K. ? j jf-
NDAU A

couu-

g um - c.em -

) _ wc7Uh mrj Notany Pub 6c, State of California

, , _ _ -
-

- - -
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ENCLOSURE 2
. . .

Nine MHe Point Unk 1
Revised Core Shroud Design Supporting nacewatian

w Nunnber' Rat- Wa
#OENE-B13-01739-04 0 Shroud Ma hnntent Repair Program" NMP1 Shroud and
Shroud Repair Hardware Analysis

GENE-B13-01739 05 1 Safety Evaluation for Iner 11erim of Stabilizers on the NMP1
Core Shroud

25A5583 2 Design Specification " Shroud Repair Hardware" |

FDI 0245-90800 0 Field Disposition Instruction

GE Affidavit NA Affidavit Executed by GE Detailing Reasons to Withhold !

Proprietary Information
.

.

!
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DiCLOSURE 3

Nine Mlle Point Unit 1
Revised Core Shroud Design Drawings

Drawing Nanber . Rev ' Desedpuan'

107E5679, Sheets 1 - 4 2 nand*meinn and In#mitatina Drawings

112D6573 2 * Assembly Drawing of Upper Support

112D6574 2' ' Assembly Drawing of Upper Spring

112D6576 2 ' Assembly Drawing of Iower Support

112D6618 1 * Assembly Drawing of Clamp / Spacer

178B3747 2 * Assembly Drawing of Bracket

GE Affidavit NA Affidavit Executed by GE Detailing Reasons to Withhold
Proprietary Information

i

i

Detailed drawings for each component are available upon request.
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General Electric Company

AFFIDAVIT

I, David J. Robare, being duly swom, depose and state as follows:

(1)- I am Manager, ALMR Project Management, General Electric Company ("GE") and
have been delegated the Ametion of reviewing the information described in paragraph
(2) which is sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to apply for its
withholding.

(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in the GE proprietary Drawing
No.107E56'9, Modfcadar and Inssa#adon Draw #qgs, Revision 2, Class III (GE
Comparry Proprietary Information), dated December,1994. The proprietary |

information is delineated by bars marked in the margin adjarmat to the specific j

material.

(3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of which it is .
the owner, GE relies upon the exemption from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(bX4), and the Trade . crets Act,18%

USC Sec.1905, and NRC regulations 10 CFR 9.17(aX4), 2.790(aX4), and

2.790(dXI) for " trade secrets and commercial or (mancial information obtained from
a person and privileged or con 6dential" (5-a==*iaa 4). The material for which
exemption from diarla=~e is here sought is all "cer"L :al co.L.L M information",
and some portions also qualify under the narrower definition of" trade secret", within
the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in,
respecdvely, CrM-el M=== Rr- -v Freject v. Na '- Paanl=+arv Commi==ian--
975F2d871 (DC Cir.1992), and Puhlie Citim F=lth P-ech Groun v. FDA.
704F2d1280 (DC Cir.1983).

|
(4) Some examples of categories of information which St into the de6nition of

proprietaryinformation are:
;
:

Informatina that discloses a process, ==+had or apparatus, iaeludine supporting
| a.

data and analyses, where prevention ofits use by General Electric's competitors
!

!- without license fkom General Electric constitutes a c+s; ::ve economic
*

I advantage over other companies;

\.
| b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his --aaadi+a e of

resources or improve his coe.g.Jdve position in the design, ==aar-ears,

|
shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or licensing of a nimilar product;

h
!
:
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[a
| Information which reveals cost or price information, production capacities,
| c.

budget levels, or commercial strategies of General Electric, its customers, or its

L suppliers;

|

: d. Information which reveals aspects of past, present, or future General Electric

! customer-Amded development plans .and programs, of potential commercial
value to General Electric;

1

Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may be' e.

desirable to obtain patent protection. .

1
-

|' The information sought to be withheld is considwed to be proprietary for the reasons
set forth in both paragraphs (4)a. and (4)b., above.

(5) The information sought to be withheld is bring submitted to NRC in conAdanca The
information is of a sort customarily held in con 6dence by GE, and is in fact so held.

,

The information sought to be withheld has, to the best of my knowledge and belie (
:

) consistently been held in con 6dence by GE, no public disclosure has been made, and

! it is not available in public sources All disclosures to third parties i la% any -

! required trs= 2:al= to NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to
regulatory provisions or proprietary agraamanen which provide for maintenance of .

a
the information in con 6dence Its initial designation as proprietary information, and'

! the subsequent steps taken to prevent its ==4arized disclosure, are as set forth in

|
Paragmphs(6) and(7) following

i
j (6) Initial approval of proprietary tramtmant of a document is made by the manager of the

~ orismating component, the person most likely to be acquainted with the value and

j sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge. Access to such
documents within GE is limited on a "need to know" basis.

(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a daciimant typically requires
review by the staff manager, project manager, piiidp.1 scientist or other equivalent
authority, by the manager of the ep=at rnarketing function (or his delegate), and
by the Legal Operation, for technical content, competitive effect, and determination
of the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GE are limited to
regulatory bodies, mstomers, and potential customers, and their agents, suppliers,
and licensees, and others with a legitimate need for the informa+iaa, and than only in
accordance with sprecpriate regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements.

(8) The Meiiusdon identiSed in paragraph (2), above, is cl===inad a proprietary because
it contains detailed design information which GE has developed, obtained NRC
approval of, arei applied to the core shroud repair for the BWR.

The development and approval of the BWR Shroud Repair Prpgram was achieved at
a signi6 cart cost, on the order of one million dollars, to GE.
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O

l The development of the evaluation process along with the interpretation and
i application of the analytical results is derived from the extensive exponence database

that constitutes a major GE asset.
,

| (9) Public disclosure of the infonnation sought to be withheld is likely to cause
i substantial harm to GE's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the availability

I of pro 6t-making opportunities. The information is part of GE's comprehensive BWR
safety and tarhaalagy base, and its commercial value - tantin beyond the original!

i %- " cost. %s value of the technology base goes beyond the extensive
physical database and Edtical marhn<talogy and includes f r@ punt of the ;j i

'

expertise to determine and apply the appropriate evaluation proca,. te * u, the
:

technology base includes the value derived from providing analyses done with;

NRC-approved methods |*

! The research, development, engineering, analytical and NRC review costs comprise a
! substantial investment of time and money by GE.
i
1

j The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the
! correct analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial
. .

GE's competitive advantage will be lost ifits competitors are able to use the results of
the GE experience to normalize or verify their own process or if they are able to

;

j claim an equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same
or similar conclusions.

{ |

The value of this information to GE would be lost if the information were disclosedj

|
to the public. Makmg such infonnation available to competitors without their having

i been required to undatake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly provide
competitors with a windfall, and deprive GE of the opportumty to exercise its
cowMGve advantage to seek an adequate retum on its large investment in

j developing these very valuable analytical tools.

?

:
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i
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i STA's Oit CAIRORNIA )
) m:i

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA ) ..

i
,

:
,

David J. Robers, being duly swom, deposes and says: .

Det he has read the foregoing asidavit and the matters stated therein are tna and correct

i to the best of his knowledge, indbnnedon, and belief
*

( "

Executed at San Jose, California, this IS day of TAWilAIOf 1995.

:
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1. SCOPE.

4

| 1.1 This document dennes the design and pedormance requirements for stabilisers and H8
support brackets for the core shroud which will functionally replace welds H1 through H8. A

i sketch of the welds and their nomenclature is given in Figure 1. ASME Code requirements
are given in the document of Paragraph 2.1.1.b.

,

.

! -

I 2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
i

! 2.1 General Electric Dncuments. The following documents form a part of die specincation
; to t'ie extent speciGed herein.
1

| 2.1.1 Supporting naruments

j a. Liquid Penetrant Examination E50YP22
.

| b. ' Shroud Repair, Code Design SpeclGcation 25A5586

! c. Fabrication of Shroud Stabiliser 25A5584*

| d. Nine Mile Point 1 Shroud Data 105E141SA

|
2.1.2 Sunnlemental Documents. Documents under the following identities are to be used

j with this specification:

a. Reactor Components 385HA715

i b. Essential Components 22AS041

2.2 Codes and Samndards. The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein.

2.2.1 Amerienn Sadeav of Mechanical Rnnineem (ASME) Railer and Pramaure Vaeaal m2,PM
Code

Section 111, Appendices.1989 Edition.a.

b. Section 111, Subsection NB,1986 Edition

c. Section 111, Subsection NG,1983 Edition with Addenda through Summer 1984. v

d. Section IX, Welding and Brar.ing Qualifications,1989 Edition

.
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2.3 NMPC Fnerzy Documents

a. UFSAR. Nine Mile Point 1, Rev. It

b. NMPC, Licensing Basis Seismic Analysis Data for the Reactor Building, NMP1 (Soil*

Stiffness Data), Faxed on 8/27/94 1

l

NMPC, Licensing Basis Reactor Building Analysis data extracts Famed on 8/27/94 and
'

c.
-

9/6/94
l

d. NMPC, Licensing Basis Reactor Support Suncture Dynamic Analysis Data Extraces, Famed

on 9/9/94

Design Criteria Document, " Criteria for Seismic Analysis", # DCD 115, Rev. 0e

3. GENERAL DESCRIITION

3.1 The purpose of the shroud stabilizers and H8 weld support brackets is to structurally
replace welds H1 through H8, as defined in the document of paragraph 2.1.1d. Welds HI
through H68 are all of the circumferendal welds in the shroud. Weld H7 is the shroud.to
shroud suppon ring weld. Weld H8 is the bimetallic weld of the shroud support ring to the
shroud support cone. 'These welds were required to both vertically and horizontally support
the core top guide, core support plate, and shroud head; and to prevent core flow bypass into
the downcomer region. The core top guide and core support plate horizontally support the |

fuel assemblies and maintain the correct fuel channel spacing, thereby assusing control rod |
|

insertion.

4. REQUIREMENTS 1

4.1 Code

j
4.1.1 The Shroud Stabilizer and H8 Support Brackets are not classified as ASME Code

j componenu. However, material properties for the design analysis of these items shall be
obtained from the document in Paragraph 2.2.1.a. and welding qualification shail be
pe:1 formed in accordance with the document in Paragraph 2.2.1.d. The nomenclature for;

stress intensity used in this document is the same as that used in the documents of Paragraph ,

2.2.1.b and 2.2.1.c. The Shroud Stabilizers and H8 Support Brackets shall meet or exceed the
.

,

j
original construction requirements for the shroud.

.-

4.2 structurni criteria'

4.2.1 All structural analysis shall be performed in accordance with the criteria given in the
document in Paragraph 2.3.a and the additional requirements of this specification. All of the!

load combinations given in Paragraph 4.S.5 shall be shown to satisfy the primary and
,

:
.

.
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secondary stress limits given in Section XVI, A.2.7 of the document listed in Paragraph 2.5.a
; with values of SFmin as defined in Paragraph 4.5.6. The appropriate SFmin values have been

incorporated into the allowable stress intensity values given in Paragraphs 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2.'

4.2.1.1 The primary stresses (Pm, P1, and Pl+ Pb) in the existingshroud, during normal and
upset events, shall be shown to be less than Sm.1.5Sm, and 1.5Sm respectively. During

, emergency events, the allowable stresses are increased by a factor of 1.5 times the values for'

normal and upset events. During faulted events, the allowable stresses are increased by a:
j factor of 2.0 times the values for normaland upset events.
1

i 4.2.1.2 The stresses (Pm, Pm + Pb, and Pm + Pb + Q) in the repairhardware, during normal
and upset events, shall be shown to be less than Sm,1.5Sm, and 3.0Sm respectively. During

! emergency evenu, the allowable primary stresses are increased by a factor of 1.5 times the
i values for normal and upset events. During faulted events, the allowable primary stresses are
; increased by a factor of 2.0 times the values for normal and upset cents. Secondary stresses

1 are notlimited during emergency and fauhed events.

4.2.2 The values of Sm and Sy for inconel alloy X-750 at operating temperature (defined in'

1 paragnaph 4.3.3.1) are 47,500' psi and 92,$00 psi, respectively. The Sm values for the Ir6conel

| SB168 shroud cone and the 304 stainless steel shroud are 23,300 psi and 15,800 psi,;

j respectively. For all other applications, the values of Sm and Sy as well as any other required

| material property shall be obtained from the document in Paragraph 2.2.1.a. If Certified
; Material Test Reporu (CMTRs) are available, the value of Sm may be determined using the

method in Appendix III of the document in Paragraph 2.2.1.a.

; 4.2.3 The maximum permanent deflection of any point on the shroud adjacent to either the
| 112 or the HS weld shall be less than 2.1 inches divided by SFmin, during all of the load

combinations speciGed in Paragraph 4.5.5. The maximum permanent deflection of any point
; on the shroud adjacent to either the H6A or H68 weld shall be less than 0.75 inch divided by

SFmin, during all of the load combinations specified in Paragraph 4.S.5. The maximumf

: transient clastic dcIlection during the seismic ennt adjacent to either the H6A or H6B weld
shall be less than 1.68 inch divided by SFmin specified in Paragraph 4.3.6.

| 4.3 Desian Renuirements
i

4.3.1 General. The shroud repair hardware shall be designed to horizontallysupport the top!

; guide, core support plate, the fuel assemblies and the shroud head. The shroud repair shall
be designed to prevent vertical displacement of the shroud and shall provide its vertical
support in the event of a complete H8 weld failure. The design features controlling the
horirontal and upward movements may be different than the features providing the verticalI

support. The shroud repair shall be designed for a design life of 25 years (the remaining
design life of the plant, plus possible life extension beyond the current operating license), to
include 20 F.ffective Full Power Years. All shroud repair hardware shall be designed so that
they can be removed and replaced. This is to provide full access to the annulus area for

'
,

a

9
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possible future inspections and/or maintenance / repair activides that may prove necessary in
the future.

4.3.2 Spring Preload

4.3.2.1 Installarian Preload. All of the springs shall be installed with a preload due to
bending deflection greater than the deflection resuking from the limiting design upset
condition, esclusive c(seismic events.

4'.3.2.2 Preland Relamation. The design shall consider an End of. Life preload relaxation of
5% for the springs.

4.3.3 Environmentalcandkinna

4.3.3.1 Tempernaure. De design temperature for the repair hardware is 550*F. The
operadng temperature is 515535'F. Operating temperature may be used for emertency and
faulted evaluations.

4.3.3.2 EasHaden. The maximum neuten radiation level at the shroud repair hardware is
4x10" neutrons /cml/see, which will have no effect on material properties. This will not I
affect the properdes of the shroud repair hardware over the remaining life of the plant.

4.3.4 PhysicalInterfaces i

4.3.4.1 The shroud repair hardware shall restrain the shroud during all of the load
combinations in Paragraph 4.3.5. The allowable permanent deGection is dependent on the ;

safety significance of the portion of the shroud under consideration. The allowable
permanent deflection for those portions of the shroud, which affect contml rod insertion, is

.

'

given in Paragraph 4.2.3. For the portion of the shroud above H2, the allowable deflecdon is
2.8 inches, which assures that the core spray lines are not impacted by the shroud.

4.3.4.2 The shroud repair hardware must provide features which facilitate handling during '

installadon. The upper and lower springsshall be movable wkhout removing the tie rod and
without welding, in order to permit inspection of the reactor pressure vessel with GERIS 2000

i and ABB RF012 tool.
1

! 4.3.4.3 All parts shall be captured and held in place by a method that will last for the design-

i life given in Paragraph 4.5.1.

4.3.4.4 he design shall be removable to accommodate the installadon of the recirculation4

noule plugs.

! 4.3.4.5 The design shall address the feasibility ofinstalling the Overhead Grid Spray Sparger.

!
..

4

.

!
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4.3.5 imd Cambinadans The following table defines the shroud repair load combinations.
The only earthquake is a design basis earthquake (DBE), reference 2.3.a. Section IV-7.1.

s,. ne.e ee wen I oma ens im
weight (. Dat)

N nnel upses N.nmal Upset steam Nat asia lain

and= amen

Herenal' X X X

Upest t* X X X

Upset t * X X X X

Eme'E** F l' X X X X

smergemey s' X X X

f.mergency s' X X X

Fandt a X X X X

Fauls I X X X X.*

Fault s X X X X

. . o, . a o e c.mm .e,ames a e,*, a s.s* se xvos.u.

4.3.5.1 The pressure differences for these events are given in the Table below. Positive
direction indicates that the pressure inside of the shroud is higher than that outside of the
shroud, and the pressure below the core plate is higher than above the core plate.

Component Normal Upset Pressure Steam Line Recirculation
Pressure (psi) LOCA Pressure Line LOCA

(psi) (psi) Pressure |
j (psi)
:

Shroud Support 21.2 25.6 63.0 -125.0

Core Plate 15.9 18.3 41.0 -132.0
-
.

Shroud Head 5.9 8.9 22.0 7.0

i 1'
|

4.3.5.2 A new seismic analysis based on the documents in Paragraph 2.3 shall be performed.
which includes the shroud repair. The shroud repair shall fanction for the entire continuum-

.

from an uncracked shroud to a shroud with all horisontal welds (H1 H8) containing through
wall cracks. Therefore, multiple conditions must be' analysed, for both the OBE and the DBE

'

:

i

.

I

i
i
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events. The minimum shroud conditions analysed are as follows: an uncracked shroud with |

the installed repair, a shroud with a through wall 360 degree crack at the H8 weld with the
installed repair, and a shroud with a through wall 360 degree crack at the H68 weld with the
installed repair.

4.3.5.3 Two steady state thermal conditions shall be evaluated. The first is normal operation
with the shroud and H8 support brackets at 550'F, and the stabiliser assembly at 515'F. The
second condition is an upset transient (scram with loss of feedwater pumps) with the shroud
and H8 support brackets at 422'F, and the stabiliser at 500*F.

4.3.5.4 Asymmetric pressures in the annulus between the shroud and the RPV during the
exit recin:ulation line LOCA event (Emergency 3 and Fauked 3) shall be considered.

4.3.6 Required Safety Factors. The minimum safety factors (SFmin) for shroud displacement
(Section 4.2.3) shall be 2.25 for normal and upset,1.5 for emergency, and 1.125 forfaulted.

4.3.7 Vibration Renuirements The shroud repair design shall consider potential sources of
vibration.

4.4 Materials. ASTM specification material is acceptable for the Shroud Repair. ChfTRs are
required for all material. Material requirements are contained in the document in Paragraph
2.1.1.c.

4.5 11= knee Due to Renstr. 74ro leakage is not required. The design shall ensure that
cracked welds do not separate us.3er normal operating conditions. The design shall account
for leakage from the region inside the shroud into the annulus region during normal
operation. j

4.6 Inanscriant Liquid penetrant examination shall be perfonned on all final machined
surfaces of all new hardware and on all structural welds per E50YP22A (Paragraph 2.1.1.a).

4.7 Fabrication The fabrication requirements are contained in the document in Paragraph
2.1.1.c.

5. QUALITYASSURANCE

5.1 The shroud repair hardware components are Safety Related as referenced in Paragnph
2.1.2.b. Design, fabrication, installation, and other construction actMties shall be controlled
per a QA Program, which satisfies 10CFR50 Appendix B, in order to assure safe and reliable

'components.

.

*
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DESCmF'rlON OPrAsK

!. Purpose

This FDI documents the design, requirements, and material required to install the stabilizers and H8 weld
support brackets for the shroud horizontal welds.

II. Reqmred Documents (supplied by Engineering)
I

A. 107E5679, Rev. 2, " Reactor Modification Drawing"
B. PL107E5679, Rev.1, " Modification Drawing Parts List"
C. 25 A5585, Rev.1, " Installation Specification"
D. 21 A2040, Rev.1, " Cleaning and Cennliness Control"
E. 25A5583, Rev. 2, " Shroud Repair Hardware, Design Specification"

F. 25 A5586, Rev.1, " Shroud Stabilizer Code, Design Specification"
G. GE-NE-B13-01739-05, Rev.1," Safety Evaluation "
H. 24A6426, Rev.1," Reactor Pressure Vessel Stress Report"
I. GE-NE-B13-01739-04, Rev. O," Shroud and Shroud Repair Hardware Stress Analysis"

J. GE-NE-B13-01739-03, Rev. O," Seismic Design Report of Shroud Repair"
K. QAM 001, Rev. 4. "GE Quality Assurance Manual"
L. 25 A5584, Rev.1, " Fabrication Specification"

III. Material Required (per Paragraph II.A and II.B)

Rev. Qty.* PL

A. I12D6573G1 Upper Support Assy. 2 5 Yes

B. I12D6561P1 Upper Support 1 5 No
4

C. I12D6561P2 Upper Support 1 5 No

D. I12D6559P1 Pin, Top Support 1 5 No

E. I12D6562P1 Support 1 5 No
* One tie md ( with all assemblies) unit will be used as a spare.
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IH. Material Required (per Paragraph II.A and II.B) (coat.) ,

i

Rev. Qty.' PL
F. I12D6550P1 Retainer 1 5 No
G. 112D6558P3 Soc. HD Cap Screw 1 20 No
H. 112D6555P1 Spring, Retainer 1 5 No

|
I. 112D6560P2 Latch 1 10 No

'

J 112D6558P4 Soc. HD. Cap Screw 1 10 No i

K. 112D6578P4 Pin,Lekia: 1 10 No )
L. I12D6578P1 Pin,L w hia: 1 20 No'

M. 112D6578P2 Pin, Lwhing 1 10 No

N 112D6578P5 Pin, Locking 1 14 No )
O. 112D6574G1 Upper, Spring Assy. 2 5 Yes !

P 112D6563P1 Spring, Upper 1 5 No

Q. 112D6564P1 Bracket, Upper Spring 2 5 No

R. 112D6577P1 Upper Contact 1 5 No ;
'

S. 112D6565P1 Wedge, Upper 1 5 No ;
,

T. I12D6552P1 Bolt, Jack 2 5 No

U. 112D6554P1 Sleeve, Jack Bolt 3 5 No

V. 112D6558P6 Screw, soc bd cap 1 30 No ;

W. I12D6578P4 Pin, Lyking 1 30 No

X. I12D6551P1 Spring, Retainer . I 10 No ,
'

Y. I12D6553P1 Washer, Jack Bolt 1 10 No

Z. 112D657501 Mid, Support Assy. 1 5 Yes ;

AA.112D6560P2 Latch 1 5 No |

i
BB.112D6576G1 Lower Support Assy. 2 5 Yes

CC. I12D6580P1 Bolt, Toggle 1- 10 No

DD.112D6586P1 Ph!. Lower Support 1 5 No
-

EE.112D6586P2 Pedestal, Lower Support 1 5 No
: FF.112D6582P1 Nut, Bolt Toggle 1 10 No

| GG. I12D6579P1 Nut, Crimp 1 10 No

| HH. I12D6558P6 Screw, soc bd cap 1 24 No

II. 112D6578P4 Pin, Lyking 1 40 No-

JJ. 112D6581P1 Toggle 1 10 No
;

| KK. I12D6583P1 Pin, Toggle Bolt 1 10 No

. LL.I12D6600P1 E*a% Lt. Pedestal 2 5 No

| MM.112D6614P1 Extension Rt. Pedestal 2 5 No

NN. I12D6601P1 Plug, Pedestal 1 10 No
00.112D6585P1 Lower. Support 1 5 No

.

PP.112D6585P2 Lower Support 1 5 No
i- * One tie rod ( with all assemblies) unit will be used as a spare. ,

i

1

8
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| IIL Material Required (per Paragraph II.A and II.B) (cont.)

Rev. Qty.' PL

QQ. I12D6546G1 Tie Red / Spring Assy. 2 5 Yes
,

i RR. I12D6568P1 Spring, Lower 1 5 No 8

SS. 112D6567P1 "C" Spring 2 5 No..

| TT. 112D6547P1 Rod, Tie 1 5 No
UU. .I12D6549P1 Pin, Clevis 1 5 No-

| VV. I12D6570P1 Wedge, Lower 1 5 No
WW. I12D6569P1 Wedge, Guide 1 5 No

; XX. I12D6571P1 - Lower Contact 1 10 No
; YY. Il2D6560P1 Latch 1 5 No

| ZZ. I12D6556P1 Ring, Mid Support 1 5 No

| AAA. I12D6557P1 Screw, Mid Support 1 10 No
~

BBB. 112D6587P1 Plate, Support 1 5 No
CCC. I12D6558P2 Screw, soc bd cap 1 5 No

;

DDD. I12D6558P1 Screw, soc hd cap 1 5 No
,

i EEE. I12D6558P4 Screw, soc bd cap 1 10 No ,

FFF. I12D6558P5 Screw, soc hd cap 1 5 No'

| 000. I12D6578P1 Pin, Locking 1 15 No

{ HHH. I12D6578P6 Pin, Locking 1 5 No
i III. I12D6578P4 Pin, LMing 1 15 No

JJJ. I12D6578P3 Pin, Locking 1 10 No
KKK. 178B3747G1 Bracket Assy. 2 6 Yes

LLL. 178B3732P1 Upper Bracket 3 6 No
MMM.178b732P2 Lower Bracket 3 6 No
NNN. 178B3732P3 Bracket Keyblock 3 24 No
OOO. 178B3732P4 Bracket Pin 3 24 No
PPP. 178B3732P14 Bracket Foot 3 6 No

QQQ. 178B3732P5 Bracket Shim 3 6 No
RRR. 178B3732P6 Bracket Shim 3 18 No j
SSS. 178B3732P7 Bracket Shim 3 18 No -

'

TTT. 178B3732P8 Bracket Shim 3 18 No l

UUU. 178B3732P9 Bracket Shim 3 24 No
VVV. 178B3732P10 Bracket Shim 3 12 No
WWW.178B3732P11 Bracket Shim 3 6 No
XXX. 178B3732P12 Bracket Crimp Cup 3 18 No
ZZZ. 178B3732P13 Bracket So Hd Cap Screw 3 18 No
I A., 178B3732P15 Bracket LiA Lug 3 12 No
1B. 178B3732P16 Upper Bracket w/o sq. holes 3 6 No |
1C. 178B3732Pl7 Screw, soc bd cap. 3 48 No j

1D. 112D661801 Clamp / Spacer Assy. I 2, Yes
'

IE. Il2D6617P1 Spacer 1 4 No
IF. I12D6553P1 Washer, Jack bolt 1 4 No
10. I12D6554P1 Sleeve, Jack Bolt 3 4 No
* One tis rod ( with all assemblies) unit will be used as a spare. )

- ca.n= = r
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IIL Material Raquhed (per Paragraph II.A and II.B) (cont.)
i Rev. Qty Pl

; IH. I12D6578P4 Pin, Locking 1 4 No
.'

i II, ll2D6551Pt Spring, Retainer 1 8 No
2 4 No

{ IJ.- 112D6552P2 Bolt, Jack
.

1 4 Noi 1K. 112D6616P1 Clamp, Core Plate

. IL. 178B373501 Upper Toggle Bolt Assy. I 12 Yes

1M. 178B3733P1 Toggle Bolt, Upper 3 12 No
,.

; IN. 178B3733P2 Toggle Bolt, Toggle 3 12 No ;
'

; 10. 178B3733P3 Pin, Toggle Bolt 3 12 No

! 1P. 178B3736P1 Nut, Toggle Bolt Crimp 2 12 No

i IQ, 178B3736P2 Nut, Toggle Bolt 2 12 No

! 1R. 262B1284P1 Clamp Lip 0 2 No

1S. 262B1284P2 Clamp Lip 0 2 No'

: IT. 112D661802 Clamp / Spacer Assy. I 2 Yes ,

4

*One tie rod (with all assemblies) unit will be used as a spare. ,

;

! IV. Repair Procedure

All of the stabilizer installation shall be performed underwater. All work shall be performed in accordance
'

'

! with Paragraph II.A and II.C.

1.0 Perform a VT-1 examination of the accessible areas of the RPV wall and shroud support cone, adjacent to

| the attachment point for the shroud stabilizer. lower support and H8 weld brackets.

2.0 Shroud Head, Shroud, and Shroud Support Cone
.

.

Machine the required slots in the shroud head and the holes in the shroud and shroud support cone, per ILA. [
'

Note: The lugs on the shroud head flange for the mounting of the shmud head bolts are welded to the shroud
7
: head with a double sided groove and fillet weld. Maahiaia= the holes in the shroud head may require machin-

ing into the fillet weld on one side of any lug for a linear diae=are of wohy 1.3 lachas if ==h'='=5 ;'

j into the fillet weld (s) is necessary, measure the size of the fillet weld before m t.:..:..g with fillet weld gauges,
' and measure the extent of weld removal after machining is completed. Document these measurements on a,
| FDDR.- .

I 3.0 Repair Installation
*

.

| Install four (4) stabilizers and six (6) H8 brackets in accordance with the regi-------- in Paragraph ILA
<

4.0 Repair Ermmination
1

! A visual avaminatiaa of the completed repair shall be performed.1he television camera shall be capable of
resolving a .001 inch wire on a neutral gray background.

J
'
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| FleidDispostifon instruc- s rr 5 a, 6

OsacMm0N OF TAM

: Note: 4a through 4e refer to the stabilizer assemblies and 4f through 4g refer to the H8 weld bracket assem-
: blies,
i

: a. Examine each lower spring Clevis pin to assure that it is properly located and in contact with the top of the ,

| slot in the lower support assembly. !

b. Ev==ine the stabilizer assembly for contact term the RPVwall and the upper contact, mid support, and
2 lower contacts. 1

l
i

c. Ev==ine the stabilizer assembly for contact between the shroud and the upper support and lower spring.
'

i

| d. Ev=mine all components for installation of retainer devices.

I c. Examine the Jam Nut on each cf eight toggle bolt assemblies, to verify that crimping has occurred (crimp

j depressions are fully formed).

| f. Examine the foot of the upper bracket of the H8 Weld Assembly to confirm that it is resting or contacting the
lower bracket.

;

|
g. Examine the Jam Nut on each of the six upper bracket assemblies, to verify that crimping has occurred

j (crimp depressions are fully formed).

'

V. Quality Requirements

| 1.0 GE site Quality Control Representatives shall provide QC surveillance and document the field work per-
formed, to insure that the requirements of this FDI have been met. All work is to be performed in accordance

j with GE Quality Assurance Manual QAM-001, Rev. 4.

!

| 2.0 The following shall be the minimum Quality Control Documentation requirements:

.

! a. Video tape of the completed repair.'

! b. Process documentarian and inspection data sheets as applicable.

; c. As-built dimanniana per II.A.

| 3.0 The following procedures and supporting documentation shall be submitted to GE Site QA and Plant
'

Owner (as applicable) for review, and approval obtained prior to use. Previously approved GENE procedures
may be used in satisfying the reqe...=.tn of this paragraph provided they are approved by Plant Owner.

!

a. Installation rocet-m., travelers, or sequence data sheets, measurement data sheets, drawings, sketches,t

instructions, etc. These procedures or travelers shall include' cleaning and et===13 . tool control, machining'

process, and visualiaWon methods,
'

i
4

b. Hardware certifications.
~

q
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VI. Safety / Reliability
.

$ Safety and reliability have been considered in the issue of the design documents & project. The
requirements for this design are ena*=iaad in the Design Specifications 25A5583 and 25A5586. The seismic
analysis of the repair is doc =nantad in OE-NE-B13-01739 03. The structural analysis of the repair is docu-
mented in OE-NE B13 01739-04 and 24A6426. The safety evaluation ibr the repair is conitained in OE-NE-
B13-01739-05. No new safety requirements, reviews or technical specifications are required by this FDI.i

:
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; i U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

! , .f . Atta: Document Control Desk
'

.1 Washington, DC 205551

| !
kd RE: Nine Mile Point Uni: :

j @ Docket No. 50-220 ,

; {.s
DPR-63 )

e v
4.

,K Sukfed: Generic Ldter 9443, *latergranular Stress Coneston Oeching qf Cars*

| \! Shroudr in Bolling Water Reactors * (TAC No. M90102)*

I }i!,r Gentlemen:
.

D By letter dated November 18,1994, Niagara Mohawk submitted the Nine Mile Point Unit 1

li.- Core Shroud InWon and Repair Plans to the Commission. This information was
3

: It submitted to meet reporting requirements delineated in Generic Letter 9443, "Intergranular
i k Stress Corrosion Cracking of Core Shrouds In Boiling Wa'er Reactors." In our letter,
I k Niagara Mohawk provided a description of the general ec:: shroud repair, the repair tie-rod

]h assemblies and the H8 weld support bracket. Niagara Mohawk also indicated that the design

g details of the Nine Mile Point Unit I core shroud repair would be submitted to the |2

iv Commission by January 6,1995. The purpose of this let:ct and its Enclosures is to provide i
,

; ? to you the subject design details,
e C.

h The Nine Mile Point Unit I design > repair of the core shroud would be performed as an
alternative to ASME Section XI as permitted by 10CFR50.55a(a)(3). C=P*Iy, ;

) s% t'ammiedna approval of this repair approach is required prior to h$= =tation. As
'

a

i

. Indicated in Enclosure 1 to this letter, Niagara Mohawk is currently evaluating opticos for
! .

sepair and/or examination. To support potential implementation during Refueling Outage 13,|
j ; approvalis requested by February 11,1995.
4

i Earlamre 1 to this letter provides a summary of the Nine Mile Point Unit 1 core shroud
design sepair details. The Commission issued a Safety Evaluation Report for the Edwin I.

:- Hatch Nuclear Plant core shroud stabilizer design on September 30,1994. 'Ibe format and'

the information provided in Enclosure 1 is consistent with this Safety Evaluation Report.;

Enclosure 2 and Enclosure 3 provide a list of the core shroud design supporting (;

' ~ darumaatattaa and design drawings, respectively. 'Ihe Nine Mile Point Unit 1 Shroud O
Repair Hardware Stress Analysis, GE-NE B1341739-04, which is included as part of

;
' Enclosure 2, is preliminary in that design inputs are being f' alized. Niagara Mohawk willm.

(, provide the Commission a final version by January 21,1995.
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:

Cartain supposting he is considered by its pretare . C nera! Bectric, to contais
,

| peopsistory inforsantion caempt from disclossre pursuant to IOCFR2.790. Thesadose, en
behalf of General Bactric, Niagara Mohawk hereby makes applicados to whkhold esos
documents home public disclosure in accordance with 10CFR2.790(bXI). As afildsvit

.

esecuted by General Sectric detailing the reasons for the request to withhold Ibs psoprietary

|
Infonnation has been included. Niagara Mohawk will provide the camanismina ace-

' proprietary versions of the subject documents as appropriate by January 31,1995.

Very truly yours,
;

!
.

7'
'

I C. D. Terry

i
Vice President - Nuc! car Engineering

!

i cDnRenwrnac
'

Encknures

xc: Regional Administrator, Region I
Mr. L B. Marsh, Director, Project Directorate I 1, NRR
Mr. D. S. Brinkman, Senior Project Manager, NRR
Mr. B. S. Norris, Senior Resident Inspector
Records Management

I

i

I

l

l
:
|

)
|

1

!
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j- p t UNITED STATES
.J s- } NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS810N

* WASHINGTON, D.C. 20e06-0001

g,.,,,*j' August 14, 1995

>

Mr. 8. Ralph Sylvia
Executive Vice President, Nuclear
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 63
Lycoming, NY 13093

SU8 JECT: REQUEST FOR WITHHOLDING INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE, NINE

MILE POINT NUCLEAR STATION UNIT No. 1 (MP-1) (TAC NO. M91273)
,

Dear Mr. Sylvia:

By letter dated January 23, 1995, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (MPC) ,

submitted for NRC review and approval, an updated final version of NMPC's |

' January 6, 1995, design submittal for repairing the NMP-1 core shroud. The
January 23, 1995, submittal included: (1) the final version of General
Electric Company (GE) Report GENE-B13-01739-04, 'NMP1 Shroud Repair Hardware
Stress Analysis," Revision 0, December 1994; (2) GE Report GENE-813-01739-05,
" Safety Evaluation, GE Core Shroud Repair Design," Revision 1, January 1995; i

and (3) GE Drawing No. 107E5679, " Modification and Installation Drawings," |Revision 2, December 1994. The January 23, 1995, submittal requested that the !

above documents be withheld from public disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790. !

A nonproprietary version of the January 23, 1995, submittal was submitted by
NMPC's January 26, 1995, letter. Revised GE affidavits were submitted in a ]letter dated March 24, 1995.

! Three affidavits (one for each of the above noted documents), each dated
: ' March 13, 1995, by George B. Stramback of GE, stated that the submitted

information should be considered exempt from mandatory public disclosure for i
'

; the following reasons: |
.

4 1

j a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including i

supporting data and analyses, where prevention of its use by General i

| Electric's competitors without license from General Electric constitutes j

.'
a competitive economic advantage over other companies; !

j

i b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his expenditure I
of resources or-improve his competitive position in the design,

"

manufacture, shipment, . installation, assurance of quality, or licensing<

[ of a similar product;
i i

c. Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may I

be desirable to obtain patent protection. ''

: ,

J
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8. Sylvia -2-
,

i We have reviewed your application and the material in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 and, on the basis of GE's statements, have

,

determined that the submitted information sought to be withheld contains trade;

: secrets or proprietary commercial information. Therefore, the versions of the
submitted information marked as proprietary will be withheld from the public<

. disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(b)(5) and Section 103(b) of the Atomic
! Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
1

Withholding from public inspection shall not affect the right, if any, of
] persons properly and directly concerned to inspect the documents. If the need

. arises, we may send copies of this information to our consultants working in'

this area. We will, of course, ensure that the consultants have signed the
j appropriate agreements for handling proprietary information.

| If the basis for withholding this information from public inspection should
! change in the future such that the information could then be made available

for public inspection, you should promptly notify the NRC. You also should<

: understand that the NRC may have cause to review this determination in the
i future, for example, if the scope of a Freedom of Information Act request

includes your information. In all review situations, if the NRC makes a
' determination adverse to the above, you will be notified in advance of any;

j public disclosure,
s

; Sincerely,

i

| Gordon E. Edison, Senior Project Manager
i Project Directorate I-1

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulationi

Docket No. 50-220
i

j cc: See next page

;

i

|
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,

B. Ralph Sylvia Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
; Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation Unit No. I

cc: -

i Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esquire Ms. Denise J. Wolniak
Winston & Strawn Nanager Licensing,

1400 L Street, NW Niagara Mohawk Power Corporatione

4 Washington, DC 20005-3502 Nine Mlle Point Nuclear Station
'

P.O. Box 63
,

Supervisor Lycoming, NY 13093
i Town of Scriba
: Route 8, Box 382 Charles Donaldson, Esquire
i Oswego, NY 13126 Assistant Attorney General
j New York Department of Law
i Mr. Louis F. Storz 120 Broadway

Vice President - Nuclear Generation New York, NY 10271+

; Niagara Mohawk Pcwer Corporation
! Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Mr. Paul D. Eddy
; 0 0. Box 63 State of New York
j L, coming, NY 13093 Department of Public Service
i Power Division, System Operations
; Resident Inspector 3 Empire State Plaza

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Albany, NY 12223
P.O. Box 126
Lyc ming, NY 13093 Mr. Martin J. McCormick, Jr.,

! Vice President
i Gary D. Wilson, Esquire Nuclear Safety Assessment
i Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation and Support
i 300 Erie Boulevard West Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
i Syracuse, NY 13202 Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
! P.O. Box 63
i Regional Administrator, Region I Lycoming, NY 13093
| U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i 475 Allendale Road

King of Prussia, PA 19406j
;

; Mr. F. William Valentino, President
New York State Energy, Research,

| and Development Authority
: 2 Rockefeller Plaza |

| Albany, NY 12223-1253

! Mr. Richard B. Abbott'

*

: Unit 1 Plant Manager |

Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station |
;

; P.O. Box 63
Lycoming, NY 13093-

1

!
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' j
B. Sylvta -2-

.

We have reviewed your application and the material in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 and, on the basis of GE's statements, have
determined that the submitted infonsation sought to be withheld contains trade
secrets or proprietary commercial information. Therefore, the versions of the
submitted infonsation marked as proprietary will be withheld from the public
disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(b)(5) and Section 103(b) of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Withholding from public inspection shall not affect the right, if any, of
persons properly and directly concerned to inspect the documents. If the need
arises, we may send copies of this information to our consultants working in
this area. We will, of course, ensure that the consultants have signed the
appropriate agreements for handling proprietary information.

If the basis for withholding this information from public inspection should
change in the future such that the information could then be made available
for public inspection, you should promptly notify the NRC. You also should
understand that the NRC may have cause to review this determination in the
future, for example, if the scope of a Freedom of Information Act request
includes your information. In all review situations, if the NRC makes a
determination adverse to the above, you will be notified in advance of any
public disclosure.

|

i Sincerely,
i

*

. Original signed by:
|

! Gordon E. Edison, Senior Project Manager I

! Project Directorate I-l
i Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

| Occket No. 50-220 4

| cc: See next page |
|
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